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ROTC reinstated on Murray State campus

students right
By JOHN WRIGHT
now that have
Staff Writer
Richard Palmer knows first hand expressed
the benefits of the Reserve Officers interest."
ROTC's
Training Corps at Murray State
return to MSU
University.
In 1993, he graduated from that can be traced
program at MSU, not knowing that to the efforts of
it would be discontinued four years many entities,
later as ROTC programs across the including the
country fell victim- to military Kentucky
downsizing. He said he was sad- National Guard
Palmer
dened to see this occur, not only which is taking
- being an -ROTC grad but an alum- a historic step with thitproces.s: One
of the lead players was Maj. Gen. D.
nus of Murray State.
Since 1952, ROTC had been a Allen Youngman, adjutant general
MSU News Bureau
mainstay on the MSU campus, pro- of the Guard who began pushing for
Murray State University is
ducing more than 1,000 graduates this program a year and a half ago to
nearing the close of its Fall 2003
all of whom were commissioned as have active Guard officers serve as
semester and the university's
2nd Lieutenants in the U.S. Army, faculty members for the first time.
December
annual
the National Guard or Army Previously, Mostly retired military
Commencement ceremony.
Reserves, and some of whom would personnel served in those capacities.
Commencement will be held
"It's an opportunity to open new
obtain
the rank of general in their
on Saturday, Dec. 13, at.10 a.m.
careers. And like Palmer, many of . horizons to the Kentucky National
-in -the Regional Special-Eveiib
those ROTC alumni wanted to see Guard, and it's going to give stu(RSEC) on campus. The
dents here an opportunity they
the program return to Murray.
university invites families and
It did Tuesday as the university wouldn't have had otherwise," said
friends of graduates to attend the
reinstated the ROTC program in a Brig. Gen. Norman Arflack, who
ceremony.
ceremony that attracted many alum- joined MSU President Dr. King
Seating is on a first-come
ni and military personnel from the Alexander and Lt. Col. John Baker
basis. Guests at Commencement
area. That included Palmer, who has in signing a memorandum of agreewho have mobility impairments
been presented the duty of leading ment that capped the ceremony.
may check with the provost's
Lt. Col. Baker's involvement
ROTC's resurgence at MSU, startoffice at (270) 762-3744 for spealso represented another historycial parking information.
ing in the fall of 2004.
Students participating in
"I've got the con," said Capt. making aspect, being that he is the
Commencement are asked to
Palmer, following Tuesday's cere- professor of military science at
assemble at 9 a.m. at Gate A in
mony at the University's Curris Western Kentucky University which
the RSEC Lobby.
Center. "(My ears) perked up real is joining the partnership with
An official photographer will
well when I was told I was being MSU.
at
be
available
the
"It's going to be good for both
given this chance. I mean, we had
Commencement ceremony to
all been really saddened when the programs, because it's going to be
take graduate photos. Academic
Kentucky
program went away, but we've just exposing . Western
regalia may be purchased in the
had overwhelming turnout of people University's cadets to Murray State
University Bookstore.
interested in being part of it. I'd say
All degree candidates are
we're tracking between 30 and 40 •See Page 2A
asked ID attend a meeting on
Wednesday, Dec. 10, at 12:30
p.m. in the Regional Special
Events Center. Ceremony details

Events
surround
December
graduation
ceremony

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State University President Dr. King Alexander, center, shakes hands with the professor of
military science at Western Kentucky University, Lt. Col. John Baker, while Brig. Gen. Norman
Arflack of the Kentucky National Guard prepares to exchange pleasantries with Dr. Alexander as
well after the three signed a memorandum of agreement during the press conference announcing at MSU was regaining its ROTC program Tuesday morning at MSU's Curris Center.

WWII memorial
unveiling attracting
Calloway veterans

Who Da Man? You Da Man.
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East Calloway Elementary School academic team members Luke Beam, left, and Harry
Stephenson celebrate one of two victories their team claimed in Tuesday afternoon's meet at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School. The meet also included teams from Southwest. North
and Murray Middle School.

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A $373
billion measure that finances the
bulk of the government's domestic
agencies also has money to boost
to
21
Medicare
payments
Pennsylvania hospitals, help an oil
museum in Texas and build a model
of a mule barn in Illinois.

And the mule barn was sponsored by a Republican — whose
party symbol is the elephant, not the
donkey.
Following a long tradition, billions of dollars for thousands of
such local projects, called earmarks,
are sprinkled throughout the wideranging spending package. The
measure combines.seVen unfinished

spending bills for the budget year
that started Oct. 1.
When lawmakers return Monday
for what is expected to be a brief
end-of-year session, the House will
probably approve the legislation,
which took up 423 pages of fine
print in The Congressional Record.
But disputes over gun control, overtime pay rules and other issuesgive

it an uphill climb in the Senate,
which might have to revisit it when
legislators return in January.
Neither party has provided definitive figures on the number of earmarks. But one table alone lists 902
economic development projects
worth $278 million, up slightly from
the 882 items that cost $261 million
in the same section a year ago.
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pretty good to me,- said Waggoner,
one of three WWII veterans —
Murray's Lloyd Boyd and Bob
Sparks are the others — along with
their wives, from Calloway County
currently registered to be part of the
venture to DC next spring.
The official date of the unveiling
is set for late May.
"Right now, I'm hearing there's
10 busloads of veterans, including
their wives, that have signed up.
That's 450 people. We also had a
meeting a week ago Friday about
this, and I'll bet there were 100 people there."
Deadline for veterans to become
part of the bus trip Hart is planning
for D.C. is Sunday. Hart can be contacted at(270)335-3128.
Chances are those hoping to be
involved may have to be patient
when trying to contact Hart. She has
been an awfully busy person as
word of her plan has reached well
beyond the boundaries of Ballard
County, even showing up on televi-

•See Page 2A

From mule barns to museums, taxpayer money aimed at local projects

Murray, KY 4 2 0 7 1
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
When a World War II era
Landing Ship Tank visited Paducah
this past summer, Murray's Eugene
Waggoner felt it appropriate to see
the large vessel that had been recovered in Greece and returned to
America by a group of United States
WWII veterans.
That day, though, Waggoner also
noticed a booth and a lady from
Ballard County hoping to satisfy a
personal mission. Sandy Hart wanted to see how much interest there
was in sending as many WWII vets
as possible to Washington. D.C., in
early 2004 so they could witness
the unveiling of the National World
War II Memorial.
So, first, Waggoner became registered with the Memorial online.
Then, he called Hart to tell her he
wanted to be part of the tour.
"I wanted to give a donation for
the thing, but she told me no. She
doesn't want any donations at all
from the veterans. She wants them
to be able to go free, which seems

1,01/ite Hltof

A49
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This year's list includes
$200,000 for improvements to the
privately financed Permian Basin
Petroleum Museum in Midland.
Texas, won by Rep. Randy
Neugebauer, R-Texas.
The bill also has $150.(X)0 for

•See Page 2A
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Sheriffslogs

•Ceremony ...
1-room.
The MSU pin will be presented
to December nursing graduates on
Friday, Dec. 12, during the Nursing
Recognition Ceremony at 7 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theater. Master's
degree nursing candidates will be
hooded during the ceremony. A
reception will follow.
Prior to Commencement on
Saturday, Dec. 13, four residential
special
host
will
colleges
Graduation Breakfasts in their lobbies. All breakfasts begin at 8 a.m.
Elizabeth College will hold its tradi-

tional "draping" as honor stoles are
presented to the outstanding graduates and to the Outstanding Faculty
honoree.
Regents College invites August
and December 2003 graduates, their
families and yearly award recipients
to attend its breakfast. SpringerFranklin College and White College
are also inviting August and
December graduates and their
guests to attend special breakfasts.
Detailed information can be
found at www.murraystate.edu or
by calling the provost's office.

Sandy is gone). It's been like this for of attention in that community, parquite a few weeks," said Bruner, ticularly when readers saw how vets
and
Louisville
in
who is not at all bothered by the from the Korean War thanked their
stations
sion
heavy phone traffic, even while try- American predecessors of WWII.
Lexington.
The story even reached governIn fact, she was returning from a ing to keep up with seven adopted
television appearance in Lexington children. "It's wonderful that it's ment officials in Washington.
Shortly thereafter, she and others
Tuesday. Her daughter, Bonnie getting this kind of attention. I also
a veterans forum at
organized
duties
having
doing,
phone
she's
what
believe in
Bruner, was handling
had the opportunity to talk to some Ballard Memorial High School in
at the Hart residence.
"Me and (Sandy's husband, Ray) great men that served this country so LaCenter, which also was well
have pretty much taken turns(when well and that we need to make sure attended near the Dec. 7 anniversary
of the Japanese attacks on Pearl
get recognized.
MURRAY
"I've taken.calls from many vet- Harbor that essentially thrust the
erans and also from people wanting U.S. into WWII in 1941. However,
to donate money for the trip, and that week saw one of the event's
that's something we're still needing organizers, also a veteran of WWII,
1001 Whitnell Ave.
along with three other Ballard veterright now ... donations."
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Hart said her drive for this cause ans from that same event pass away.
DEPARTMENT HEADS
began building late last year when Hart attended all four funerals.
Alice Rouse
Publisher
"Emotion has a lot to do with this
she was asked to write a story conEnc Walker
cerning Veteran's Day for The week for me," Hart said Tuesday
Managing Editor
Advance-Yeoman newspaper based afternoon, remembering how severSlone Hutchison
Advertising Mgr
in her hometown of Wickliffe. The al fellow countians developed an
Jill Stephens
Classifieds Mgr.
story — the bulk of which was built idea at a funeral parlor in Wickliffe.
Tammy Thompson
Office Mgr.
from a group gathering of veterans "They said, 'This town is going to
from several conflicts the U.S. has raise the money for you to be able to
Rita Boggess
Business Mgr.
faced over the years — gained lots go to Washington, D.C., and do a
READER *FORMATION
story when that memorial opens.' I
Business Hours
looked at them for a minute, and I
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
told them, 'That's really nice. But I
The following Is an event that
Sat. Closed
risk my life for you like these
are of interest to our readers: didn't
Phone (270) 753-1916
people did. I didn't do anything to
NOTICES
Fax (270) 753-1927
make sure we stayed free, so I'll tell
• Gentry House will be hosting
what...if you help me raise the
you
1:30
at
Thursday
house
open
an
Subscription Rates
p.m. at its new location of 603 money for these guys to go to
All subscriptions payable in
Washington, then I'll do the story.—
Memory Lane.
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
House Transitional
Gentry
The
By this past spring, the idea was
week.
Home is a four-plex set of apart- no longer just talk. Now, it is rapid1 year
ments to house families with chil- ly gaining speed as contributors and
3 months
6 months
dren in Murray. The house was those seeking to be registered have
$21.75
$84.00
$43.50
built with funds from Kentucky come forward in large numbers.
Mailed in Calloway Co , Benton,
Housing Corporation's Affordable
Still, the work is progressing for
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Housing Trust Fund (AHTF).
Farmington , Ky. - $91.00
Hart. It is believed $500 will be
required for each veteran and family
By mail to rest of KY/TN - $116.00
other mail subscriptions - $136.00.
member wishing to make the venture to D.C., which is also to include
Published Monday through Saturday
In a Nov. 25 story about contam- a visit to the White House. Hart is
every afternoon, except Sundays, July
4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day
ination risks in fresh produce, The hoping to raise $200,000; already
and New Years Day. Periodicals
Press erroneously the quest has raised around $12,000
Associated
Murray, KY.
at
paid
postage
reported the year when the Food and with intensive fundraising efforts
address
Send
POSTMASTER:
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
Drug Administration established throughout the area expected to
AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
cleanliness guidelines for suppliers.
KY 42071-1040
The FDA set them in 1997, not
MISS YOUR PAPER?
1977.

begin in coming days.
Meanwhile, back in Murray,
Boyd is among those anxiously
waiting for the big day to arrive. He
also is among many of this country's former servicemen with perhaps a more vested interest in the
matter, being he was a prisoner of
war to the Germans in the grueling
Battle of the Bulge that wound up
being the final real offensive for the
Axis against the Allies in the
European theater.
"Back then, we didn't even think
about(memorials and honors)," said
Boyd who was captured in Belgium.
He and his wife, Oneida, returned to
Europe around 10 years ago. "I really didn't keep up with (news of the
quest to build the Memorial),
although I knew they were trying to
build one. I'm really excited about
this, though. I thought it was really
neat for us to have a chance to
attend.
"It's going to be a nice trip, if the
health holds up."
Most WWII veterans are now in
their late 70s and early 80s with
several having passed away.
Obviously, that fact was brought
home to Hart last December when
she spent much of the month's first
week mourning the losses of people
she had come to know quite well in
previous weeks.
"I was looking at something the
other day that said around 55,000
Americans didn't make it home
from Vietnam. I thought that was a
lot, but! wasn't surprised. Then, I
saw that around 500,000 didn't
come home from World War II," she
said. "It took us 59 years to have
this built, so these guys should have
the chance to see it. And this is
probably going to be the last chance
for many of them to have a joint celebration like this, where they're
together at the same time.-

From Front
will be reviewed at that time.
Other Commencement events
include a Hester College Holiday
Party on Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 7
p.m. Graduating seniors are invited
to attend the party and sign the
"Hester Rock."
On Thursday, Dec. 4, the university-wide Senior Breakfast will be
held at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center
'Ballroom. This event honors graduating students and retired faculty
and staff. The Outstanding Seniors

will be announced during the program. The Hart College Graduation
Dinner will be held on Thursday at
6 p.m. to honor August and
2003
graduates.
December
Richmond College will host its
reception that evening at 7 p.m. in
the Richmond College Common
Room. The reception is open to
August and December 2003 graduates and their guests.
On Sunday, Dec. 7; - Clark
College will hold its Graduation
Dinner at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Calloway County Propane on Ky. 94 East reported a theft at 8:04 a.m.
Monday.
• A caller at 3598 Wiswell Road West reported a theft at 9:27 a.m.
Monday. It was a third-degree burglary incident.
• A sign was missing from 193 Sundrop Lane at 12:32 p.m. Monday.
Extra patrol was requested because of suspicious activity.
• A theft was reported at 2.45 p.m. Monday.
• Someone came to the sheriff's office to report a theft at 2:49 p.m.
Monday.
• There was a car fire at 556 Charlie Miller Road at 2:07 a m. Tuesday.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
•Several deputies investigated burglaries in the Pirates Cove and Unity
Church Road area. Jesse Outland, 19, of Murray, was arrested on
charges of receiving stolen property less than $300, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of marijuana in Pirates Cove on Monday.
A 17-year-old juvenile also was detained and charged with seconddegree burglary. Six burglaries have been solved with these arrests and
additional charges are pending for both individuals. Additional arrests
also are expected. Items from several burglaries were recovered during
a search at a Landing Strip Road residence.
• Larry B. Wallace of Murray, an employee at T&C Lumber, reported
someone had entered the business on U.S. 641 and stole about $150
in cash Monday.
• Dwane Gibbs, 60, of Murray, reported the theft of a dry brick saw from
a construction site on Bent Creek Drive. The saw was valued at $1,000.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

•WWII ...
From Front
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Town Crier

Correction

Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Associatton. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

ATLANTA, Ga. — The Murray Firp Department was awarded one of
635 grants as part of the 2003 Assistance to Firefighters Grant program
from the U.S. Departmenrof Homeland Security.
Murray will receive $23,533 for fire prevention, according to a release
Friday.
It is the largest number of grants announced at one time during the 2003
AFG program, and will ultimately total $750 million in direct assistance to
firefighters.
Twenty-two communities in Kentucky were awarded in the latest round
of grants. The U.S. Fire Administration, a division of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, administers the program.

•ROTC ...
From Front
University's cadets," Baker said.
"It's not going to be on a weekly or
daily contact basis, but we will be
joining together for several things.
One will probably be training sessions at the Wendell H. Ford
Reserve Training Center (near
Greenville, Ky.), plus we can also
get together for social events, too."
Currently, around 270 of the
nation's colleges and universities
include an ROTC program, one of
three such programs that allows stu-dents to be commissioned as officer
upon graduation. The others are
through the major military academies — U.S. Military Academy at
West Point, N.Y., U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Md., and
the U.S. Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs, Colo. — and
officer candidate schools.
"In that, you have state schools,
private schools, technical schools,

Ivy League schools ... you've got all
that diversity that produces a real
melting pot of people. That's why
ROTC is so successful," Baker said.
Alexander said he could not
remember too many times in his
travels the past few years where the
subject of MSU's program being
disbanded was not discussed. Many
of those conversations were held
with people that had graduated from
the ROTC program.
"Those people would ask me,
'What are we going to do now that
we don't have ROTC at Murray
State?" Alexander said, calling the
six-year absence a "hiatus."
"We are grateful for this program
being able to return to this university. It is a great cultural entity, and
graduates of the Murray State
ROTC program have literally
served worldwide. It's an honor for
this university to welcome back the
ROTC program."

•Mule Barns ...
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From Front
restoring buildings in the Port of
LaSalle project in LaSalle, Ill.,
including a lock tender's house, an
interpretive center and a replica
mule barn. It was sponsored by Rep.
Jerry Weller, R-111.
Elsewhere in the bill, Sen. Arlen
Specter, R-Pa., used more than $7
million from a program for helping
hospitals become more efficient
providers of Medicare to assist 21
hospitals in his state. When
Congress was approving the
Medicare overhaul bill last month,
letting
opposed
Specter
Pennsylvania hospitals join an
experiment on changing how some
reimbursements are paid.
In other examples:
•Republican aides say there are
$3.7 billion in earmarks for roads,
mass transit, rail and airports — up
from $3.3 billion last year.
•The portion of the bill covering
labor, health and education programs has 2,027 projects worth
$862 million, slightly more projects

than a year ago but costing a bit less.
These include $16,000 for new displays for the National Distance
Running Hall of Fame in Utica,
N.Y., and $500,000 for Gilda's Club
in Hackensack, N.J., a center for
cancer patients and their families.
• The bill contains more than
$190 million in projects for the
Tampa Bay area of Florida, says
House Appropriations Committee
Chairman Bill Young, R-Fla., a
chief author of the bill from St.
Petersburg. Sen. Patty Murray, DWash., faced with re-election next
year, is taking credit for $236 million of transportation projects for
her state.
• Chairman Ted Stevens, RSenate
the
of
Alaska,
Appropriations Committee is citing
more than $150 million in projects
for his state from the part of the bill
covering the State, Commerce and
Justice Departments. This includes
$10 million to help market the
state's seafood, and $150,000 to try
to stabilize the Beluga whale population in Cook Inlet.

The bill also has provisions protecting fishing interests in the
Northeast, Northwest and Alaska,
paving the way for the government
to purchase land along the
Tennessee-Kentucky border for
local communities and establishing
grants for research into coaxing
energy from agricultural products.
Critics say earmarks distort the
objective role the government
should play in dispensing taxpayer
funds.
"It's a way for politics to decide
where the money goes," says Brian
Riedl, who monitors the federal
budget for the conservative Heritage
Foundation.
Defenders say earmarks account
for a tiny portion of the overall $786
billion that this year's regular
spending bills are expected to cost.
"We think it's perfectly appropriate for members of Congress to
make decisions on what additional
federal investments to make," said
Jobn Scofield, GOP spokesman for
Appropriations
House
the
Committee.
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The bill also has:
▪ $40 million to build a military
cargo terminal for the port of
Philadelphia. Congressional aides
say the money was added for
Specter after he agreed to drop his
demand that the bill block proposed
Bush administration rules that could
make it easier for employers to halt
overtime pay for some white-collar
workers. Specter aides say the two
issues are unrelated.
• $50 million to construct an
indoor rain forest and aquarium in
Coralville, Iowa, heated by renewable energy sources — won by
Committee
Finance
Senate
Chairman Charles Grassley, RIowa. As a tradeoff, House members
got $50 million to award to members for projects — money that was
for
million
$30
divided
Republicans, $20 million for
Democrats.
• No. 3 House GOP leader Roy
Blunt of Missouri got $12.4 million
for work on producing fuels from
animal waste conducted by the
and
Energy
for
Society
Environmental Research. a nonprofit corporation whose chairman is
former CIA director R. James
Woolsey. Blunt's district has a major
dairy and poultry industry.
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Inmate who concealed gender
to stay in women's prison

Cameron James Jones
Cameron James Jones, Jobe Lane, Hazel, was still-born Tuesday.
Dec. 2, 2003, at 11:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his parents, Glenn Allen Jones and Rachelle
Baldwin Jones, one sister, Kimberly Jones, and two brothers, Robbie
Jones and Tyler Jones, all of Hazel; grandparents Bob and Betty
Baldwin, New Concord, and Glenn and Edna Jones, Murray; greatgrandmother, Mrs. Bula Jones, Murray; two uncles, Brad Jones, Benton,
and Robbie Baldwin, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Ruth Eugene Cronch
Mrs. Ruth Eugene Cronch, 81, Wadesboro Road North, Mayfield,
died Monday, Dec. 1, 2003, at 4:22 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Her husband, K.B. Cronch, one son, Kenneth Cronch, one sister,
Ruby Ivey, and two brothers, Clifton Ivey and Hurley Ivey, all preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late In Elvis Ivey and Mandy
Ethel Bohannon Ivey.
Mrs. Cronch was a member of Brewers United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sharon Laumer,
Mich.; two sons, Ronnie Cronch, Paducah, and Darell Cronch,
Lexington; one brother, Earlie Ivey, Louisville; 13 grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Dowdy will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Brewers Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Mozelle Brown Jones
The funeral for Mrs. Mozelle Brown (Mema)Jones will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray. The
Rev. Michael Blake will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Joe Nanney, Joe Pat Robertson, Tom
Eldridge, Richard Edmonds, Mitchell Hill and Crawford Barnett Jr.
Burial will follow in the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. (today)
Wednesday and from 10 a.m. until services begin Thursday.
Mrs. Jones, 79, Yates Drive, Owensboro, formerly of Murray, died
Monday, Dec. 1, 2003, at 10:10 a.m. at Leisure Years Nursing Home,
Owensboro.
Former owner of Jones Dry Cleaners of Murray, she was a member
of Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, Murray.
Her husband, Euin D. Jones, died in 1995. Born June 29, 1924, in
Pine Hill, Texas, she was the daughter of the late Ulfs Jackson Brown
and Mary Ada Gentry Brown.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Sue Charlton,
Owensboro; one son, Brownie Linn Jones and wife, Brenda, Murray;
three granddaughters, Stacy Wilson, Owensboro, Amy Roberson,
Murray, and Ashley Charlton, Lexington; four great-grandchildren,
Kelsey Luttrell, Ben Luttrell, Tanna Roberson and Libby Roberson.

gone a sex-change operation or had hormone treatment.
BY BRUCE SCHREINER
Prison officials will evaluate Hawks' housing
Associated Press Writer
but the decision won't be released pubarrangements,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A male drug offender
for
reasons, Lamb said.
security
licly
incarceratwhile
for
months
gender
his
who concealed
Lamb wouldn't comment on whether corrections
ed with women will serve the rest of his sentence in the
state women's prison, a corrections official said officials worried about Hawks' safety if he were placed
in a men's prison after extensive publicity about his
Tuesday.
Billie Jo Hawks, who has lived most of his life as a ability to conceal his gender.
"This was a unique situation obviously," Lamb said
woman, spent eight months in the women's section of
in a phone interview."We had to look at all the concerns
the Meade County jail for drug convictions.
Hawks was admitted to the Kentucky Correctional involved."
Hawks is serving a six-year sentence for methamInstitution for Women in Pewee Valley on Oct. 22.
Twelve days after his arrival, at a physical examination, phetamine trafficking and marijuana cultivation. He will
Hawks told a nurse that he was a man. An exam con- be eligible for parole for the first time in February,
Lamb said.
firmed that, corrections officials said.
The controversy will not prompt any policy changes
Hawks, 43, of Battletown in Meade County, was
in
corrections system, Lamb said.
the
placed in an isolation cell after the discovery.
was not a breakdown in terms that our poli"There
to
where
on
decision
the
said
had
Corrections officials
cies or procedures were lacking," she said. "It was the
place Hawks would be based on medical tests.
"We gave this a great amount of thought in deciding fact that at the time of intake, those policies, those prowhat was best for inmate Hawks as well as the rest of cedures, were not followed to the letter."
Hawks received a physical examination within two
our population," Department of Corrections spokesof admission to the prison, as required. However,
weeks
woman Lisa Lamb said Tuesday.
search at the time an inmate enters the prison
visual
a
had
underHawks
whether
say
to
declined
has
Lamb
should have detected that Hawks was a man. Lamb said.

The funeral for Charles Edward Wilson was Tuesday in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. John Dale of Murray and Terry
Wilson of Humboldt, Tenn., officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Templeton, Johnny Hart, Mickey Hart, Gene
Schrader, Ray Chandler and Max Dale, active; J.T. Dale, Phillip Morris,
Bobby Coles, Rex Gore, Jerry Nance, L.D. Cook, Larry Brannon, A.G.
Hill, James Alton and Jimmy Watkins, honorary. Burial was in the
Memorial Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. Wilson, 68, U.S. 641 North, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday, Nov.
30, 2003, at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He had been superintendent for the park department of the city of
Paris, Tenn. He had also worked at the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Mr. Wilson was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Murray, and of Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Sept. 1, 1935, in Hazel in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Tosco Wilson and Myrtle Clark Wilson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Hart Wilson, to whom he was
married June 30, 1956; one son, Charles E.(Chuck) Wilson Jr., and one
granddaughter, Jenny Lynn Wilson, both of Puryear; one sister, Mrs.
Evelyn Oliver, Louisville; one brother, Paul Wilson and wife, Charlotte,
Murray; an uncle, Ralph Clark, Hazel.
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Ms. Laurie Louise Roof

The funeral Mass for Ms. Laurie Louise Roof will be Thursday at 10
a.m. at St. John Catholic Church, Lone Oak. The Rev. Frank Roof, the
Rev. Bruce McCarty and the Rev. Al Bremer will officiate. Burial will
follow in the St. John Catholic Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Lone Oak Chapel of Milner and On Funeral
Home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday). Prayers will be said at 7 p.m.
today at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Crohn's and Colitis
Foundation, Kentucky Chapter, 4801 Sherburn Lane, Suite 201,
Louisville, Ky., 40207.
Ms. Roof, 30, Paducah, died Sunday, Nov. 30, 2003, at Baptist East
Hospital, Louisville.
A graduate of Murray State University with a degree in computers,
she was a member of St. John Catholic Church.
Survivors include her parents, Louis J. and Judith K. Fletcher Roof,
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Brenda K. Roof Gardner, Symsonia, Mrs.
Teresa L. Roof Wheat, Paducah, and Ms. Kimberly A. Roof, Murray;
two nieces; three nephews.
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
- Scott Peterson, charged with
killing his pregnant wife Laci,
bled inside the truck he allegedly
used to haul away the corpse of
his slain wife, prosecutors contend.
In court papers filed Tuesday,
prosecutors gave the first hint of
their theory of the slaying, arguing to keep the pickup truck as
crime evidence.
The mention that her body
was trucked to Scott Peterson's
nearby warehouse indicates
prosecutors believe she was
killed at home. It also explains
why lawyers sparred at the preliminary hearing over a mop and
bucket used to clean the couple's
kitchen.
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Kids say the
!#@$clest things!
TV, let me assure you we monitor
what he watches and spend plenty
of time in other activities.
My wife and I read to him every
night. We have sit-down dinners
(admittedly when our schedules
allow). He learns words and states
and colors and numbers at preschool. We play with action figures
and color in coloring books, too.
• But we enjoy TV-ind the
movies, too. But, as any parent
knows, there's always a chance of a
periodic blast of #0*!s,!#@$s or
0!$%s from the most unlikely
meaning and free a family from its dependency
Why participate any longer in this charade
I'm not sure it's worth keeping Christmas anyplaces. Even the Dr. Seuss movie
shifted
has
worship
of
point
focal
material things.
the
on
where
dwinthose
for
apparently
fine
is
it
Oh,
more.
"The Cat in the Hat" had at least
the
in
babe
a
to
manger
a
in
babe
a
the
from
in
believe
still
who
us
of
numbers
dling
are many charities and churches that
There
one that caught me off guard and
frankingold,
From
window?
Secret
the
Victoria's
Joseph,
and
Jesus,
of
Mary
cast"
"original
with the homeless and poor, and
have
contacts
caused me to grip my arm rest.
& Biddle? No
Bailey
to
Banks
myrrh
animals.
and
the
and
Men
Wise
cense
and lonely. Did you ever
elderly
especially
the
explain
to
had
I
Nevertheless,
They, as any postroom in the inn has been replaced by no room in sing songs to older people at a nursing home and
that #@*! was not an acceptable
Thanksgiving (not to mention the mall parking lot.
choice of a word. Wyatt asked why.
see the expressions on their faces, not to mention
postmodern) shopper knows,
If God would get a lawyer out of hell, He
I told him one form of the word
a warmth in your own heart?
feeling
have been replaced by the
might be justified in suing for copyright
was in the Bible and referred to the
give a gift to someone you know can't
Ever
road show of reindeer, winter infringement. His great story has been hijacked
place where "bad people" — and
afford to reciprocate and suddenly realize that
scenes, elves and the God
and transformed into its opposite.
I'm not judging here — go after
you have already received a greater gift that can
substitute, Santa Claus, who
People who celebrate the authentic Christmas
they die. The other form was an
serves as a front for mernever become obsolete, worn out or devalued?
might want to reconsider whether they wish to
extra word that simply did not add
chants seeking to play on the
engage in the other thing that captures so much
The richer we become, the more difficult it is
EDITOR'S NOTE: Now,
anything to what he was saying,
guilt some parents bear for
attention and costs so much money. Would that
to
something someone actually needs.
buy
Cal's
before anyone should faint — espe- was not polite or appropriate lanignoring their kids the rest of "real spirit of Christmas," which so many speak
say that the purchase of luxury items
Retailers
let me
cially his grandparents
Thoughts the year.
guage, and should not be used
about, be better celebrated with a selfless gift or
sharply this month. Not everyone
increase
will
refer
symbols
By Cal Thomas
firmly state that the
again.
You can still see the origi- two to someone who can't pay you back?
and cars as gifts, but the
afford
can
diamonds
Syndicated
to Hades and not to anything more
I immediately thought of the
nal cast portrayed at Radio
Instead of buying electronic games, computer
Columnist
vulgar that exists in our current lan- once widely-used remedy for "potty
always have with us.
will
we
needy
and
poor
City Music Hall and in parts
gadgets and other gizmos, would a Christmas to
guage.
I have come to
Christmas.
the
love
I
original
fragrant
a
the
and
mouths" which involved
of Middle America
remember consist of letters written by family
even.pretend
not
does
that
masquerade
the
detest
South. Some stores continue
bar of hand soap, and was reminded
members to each other? How about taking severAfter a slight, muffled chuckle at of the seasonal classic "A
to sell nativity scenes, which are mostly made in al days away from the chaos that Christmas has
to be what it was when I was growing up. That
the sound of that question phrased
China, a nation that officially does not keep
Christmas Story," which looks at a
other Christmas I intend to keep. This monstrosibecome and spending them in a rented cabin in
in that way coming out of that
Christmas either. Those nativities are often kept
Midwestern family growing up in
stowhere
home
at
or
TV,
from
away
woods,
the
I will try with increasing difficulty to ignore.
ty
mouth, I asked him where he had
the mid- to late 1940s, in particular out of sight — like "dirty" magazines used to be
new
a
with
shared
are
past
Christmases
of
ries
heard that word.
— so that hurried and harried shoppers who
Christmastime.
generation?
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours"on Fox
"What word?"
don't keep the real Christmas might not be
Ralphie,
character,
main
The
It's instructive how just one season away
"You know ... #@*!(said in a
Channel Saturdays at II p.m. ET Direct
News
offended in their pursuit of "holiday" gifts.
wants Santa to bring him a Red
from lusting after material things can break the
whisper, like I was trying to get
for Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
MAIL
all
The ACLU and other groups are performing
Rider BB gun, but is always
habit. It's something like liberation from an
away with something myself)."
435 N. Michigan Ave, Suite 1500,
Services,
their annual ritual of keeping the public square
rebuffed by those around him with
addiction or lifestyle choice. Being away from it
He began to get the idea he
menany
of
clean
school)
public
the
Ill. 60611. Readers may also leave e(including
Chicago,
can cause one to realize the behavior is neither
could be in trouble, so his answer . a "You'll shoot your eye out, kid."
mention is
that
unless
Jesus
of
Christ,
tion
at
mail
wwwcalthomas.com.
missed nor needed for fulfillment and enjoyOne scene involved the family
was an equally barely audible whisintended as a curse word. In such a case, the
ment. Absenting oneself from this faux
returning from a shopping trip
per — "I dunno."
ACLU will leap to the defense.
02003 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES,INC.
Christmas might bring a conversion to its real
when the family car develops a flat
I told him that he wouldn't be in
tire. Ralphie helps his "Old Man"
trouble if he just confessed where
but through some unforeseen accihe heard "that word," but I already
knew.
dent utters a "dirty word." He then
It was TV!"The Great
has to sit with soap in his mouth
Educator," which had helped teach
until he confesses where he heard
him the A-B-Cs, counting and a
that word.
become a source politically, by avoiding involvement
few Spanish words here and there,
I'm not a prude. I don't want to
friction with
of
altogether, even though his action
betrayed us all and was now teachpaint the picture of Ward Cleaver
countries like
ing him words like #@*! and !#@$ here, and know that parents cannot
followed through on a 2000 camBritain, Italy,
and @!$%.
paign promise.
shield their children from every bad
Spain and Japan
By imposing the tariffs, Bush
things that comes down the pipe.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Of course,
that are supportBut should he use words like that?
expectations to the steel
gave
simply kidding about !#0$ and
ing the United
No,of course not. Should I? No.
and its workers that he
industry
@!$%. Those are words he'll have
States in Iraq.
Do I? I'd be lying if I said I didn't,
the levies in place at
would
leave
to learn on the street, like most kids
They've also tardecision on the tariffs, but principal
but I'm trying to concentrate on one
WASHINGTON (AP)—
nowadays do.
least
through Election Year.
nished Bush's
vice here.
aides have recommended that they
President Bush may be following
Washington credentials as a
"If you then take them back, the
I prefer to take a Machiavellian
be removed.
the course of least political resistToday
Now television, like any other
free trader.
is much closer to the electiming
Among the American products
approach to this lesson. i may not
ance by lifting the steel tariffs he
tool, can be a great way to teach.
By Tom Raum
dispute
The
And you end up paying a
itself.
tion
be able to show you how to get to
targeted by the European Union,
imposed in March 2002.
But before anyone gets up in arms
Associated
irritant
an
was
said. "If you're
Ornstein
price,"
heaven, but I can try to tell you
Japan and others if the steel tariffs
The duties on imported steel
about children watching too much
Press Writer
Bush's
during
going to catch political pain, you're
how to avoid #@*!.
probably seemed like a good idea at should stay: orange juice from
last month
trip
California,
Florida, nuts from
better off taking it in the beginning
the time. They enabled Bush, with
to Britain, where
apparel from North and South
your administration and not in
of
an eye toward the 2004 electoral
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
Carolina, rice from Arlennsas and
map,to extend a helping hand to a
third year."
the
raised the subject "not once, not
apples from the Pacific Northwest.
beleaguered major U.S. industry.
the steel industry and its
Both
twice, but three times," according
The tariffs also are hurting steelthe-tariffs
however,
then,
Since
have reacted strongly, in
workers
to Bush's count. Blair is under
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
using manufacturers, including the
have turned into a huge policy
301 Cannon House Office Building
get
to
failing
advance, to word that Bush was
mounting criticism for
auto industry:and their consumers.
headache for him both at home and
Washington, D.C. 20510
the United
from
return
in
more
ready to lift the tariffs, possibly by
That's important in auto-making
abroad.
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
States for his help with Iraq.
week's end.
2004
expected
By ending the tariffs, as is wide- Michigan, another
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
The president and his top aides
"In politics you may do things
on
went
Bush
where
battleground,
ly expected, Bush risks angering
overestimated the political advanby day, but that's not how it
day
Monday.
in
their
workers
steel makers and
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
tages of the tariffs and underestithe
to
benefits,
political
"The
in the business world where
works
Ohio,
including
states
electoral
vital
137A Russell Senate Office Building
mated the downside, even some
water
are
existed,
they
that
extent
West
and
Indiana
you're
talking about investments of
Pennsylvania,
Washington, D.C. 20510
Republican advisers suggest pripolitical
the
And
bridge.
the
under
Virginia.
bunning.senate.gov
billions
of dollars," said Joe
web:www.jim_bunning@
vately.
costs have been mounting," said
But analysts suggest leaving
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)
Lockhart, who was President
The World Trade Organization
Brink Lindsey, a trade expert at
them in place could risk even more
Clinton's press secretary and now is
ruled last month that the tariffs are
Cato Institute, a Washington think
by sparking a global trade war and
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
illegal. Bush has until Dec. 10 to
a steel industry consultant.
unleashing punitive duties against a tank.
361A Russell Senate Office Building
act or risk retaliatory tariffs beginA decision to lift the tariffs
"I'm sure the administration will ning Dec. 15.
Washington. D.C. 20510
range of American goods from yet
"fuel the idea that the presiwould
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
try to make lemonade out of the
another set of battleground states.
"A trade war would be very hard
was
dent
unwilling to stand up to
lemons here. But ultimately the
Such a trade war could threaten
on the U.S. economy, particularly at
Union," Lockhart
European
the
overwhelmingly
focused
decision
the fledgling U.S. economic recovState Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
a time when it's still very fragile,"
evils
two
of
lesser
the
choosing
on
stock
ery and squelch the recent
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
said Mark Zandi, chief economist at said."When it comes to the politiperspecpolitical
domestic
a
from
market rally.
cal debate, I think most people
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Economy.com, a research and contive," Lindsey said.
1-80q-372-7181
The controversy is casting a
expect the president to stand up for
sulting firm in West Chester, Pa.
It's not as if the tariffs have won "The global economic costs would
shadow over Bush's fund-raising
American workers, not European
over many steel industry workers.
visit Tuesday in Pittsburgh. where
be too great for the administration
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
bureaucrats."
The United Steelworkers of
one of his hosts will be Thomas J.
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
to risk."
America union has endorsed
Usher, chairman and chief execuFrankfort, Ky. 40601
Norman Ornstein of the
Tom Raum has covered national
Democrat Dick Gephardt for presitive of U.S. Steel Corp.
web: www.senjackson.com
American Enterprise Institute said
international affairsfor The
and
dentAdministration officials said
1-800-372-7181
Bush would have been better off,
Associated Press since 1973.
Internationally, the tariffs have
Monday that Bush has not made a

Kids say, according to Art
-Linkletter, the darndest things. They
also say the !#@$dest things, too!
My oldest
son. Wyatt,
who's at the ripe
age of 5, and I
were driving
past Murray
State's intermur-al fields
other night when
I noticed a bit of
activity there.
County Wyatt asked if
Lines & he could see
what was going
City Limits on,
so at Five
By Eric Walker
I made a
Points
Ledger & Times
and
turn
right
Managing
drove down (or
Editor
is it up?) North
16th Street to
see what was going on.
It was a flag football game, and
that's exactly what I told Wyatt.
His reply? "What the #@*! is
flag football?"

Keeping Christmas

ics of Steel
The Polit
tariffs may
Lifting of steel
carry less economic, political
pain than keeping them
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Lights on Elizabeth Hall
"send off the Christmas spirit

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Coming to work Tuesday morning, I noticed
the Christmas lights shining on the top of Elizabeth Hall at Murray State University.
This has been a yearly decoration for many
years.
These and the many other decorations on the
main streets by the city of Murray, businesses
and residents continue to add cheer and hope
for the community.
It is such a pleasure to drive through the city
and county and see the many decorations at
homes during the holiday season.

Rotary Club Breakfast Saturday
Murray Rotary Club "Breakfast will be Saturday,
Dec. 6, from 6 to 9:30 a.m. at Pagliai's. The Christmas Parade will follow.

Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday
Brotherly Love will be the group featured at Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday, Dec. 4,, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound
Coffee House it the Senior Citizens area of the Wealcs Center. Each
one is asked to bring a can of food for Need Line. There is no
admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church and the public is invited.

Clothes Closet open on Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet is open each Thursday from
9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to adult
clothes which are free to those needing them. For information call
Linda Young at 437-4890.

Birthday celebration planned
at Cypress Springs Resort
The family of Sue Williams will
honor her with a celebration in
honor her 70th birthday on Sunday,
Dec. 7, at Cypress Springs Resort.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend between the hours
of 1:30 to 5 p.m. The family asks
that persons not bring gifts, but
request pictures and mementos of
special memories with Sue and her
family.
She was born Dec. 4, 1933, in
Vanduser, Mo., and moved to Las
Vegas in 1944 with her parents, sisters and brothers. She married Louie
Williams in Las Vegas on June 4,
1951. He died Aug. 20, 1990.
They owned a grocery store in
Las Vegas before moving to
Fredonia in 1964 to raise cattle and
farni. In 1968 they brought Cypress
Springs resort at New Concord.,
Over the years there have been
many improvements at the resort.
The restaurant has seating for 410
people, an eight-room motel and a
concrete dock with 150 boat slips.

Her children
are
Louie
Williams
and
wife, Judy, New
Concord, Greg
Williams
and
wife,
Rida,
Murray,
Jan
Miller and husband, Randall,
Williams
Sedalia,
and
Julie Stubblefield and husband,
Neil, Murray.
Her grandchildren are Regina
Smith
and
husband, Chad,
Evansville, Ind., Bryan Williams
and wife, Donna, New Concord,
Stephanie Phillips and husband,
Justin, Melissa Williams, Terra and
Matthew Vance, all of Murray, and
Ronnie, Rustin, Robert and. Ryan
Miller of Sedalia.
Four great-grandchildren are
Isaac and Brianna Smith of
Evansville, Rikki William of New
Concord and Jacob Phillips of
Murray.

Kappa Department

Main Street Merriment scheduled

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Wednesday, at
10 a.m. on Saturday and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion
Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only requirement
for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call 4365675 or 759-4539

Compassionate Friends plan service
Compassionate Friends of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
have its annual candle lighting service and dinner on Thursday, Dec.
4, at 7 p.m. at the University Church of Christ. Each person is asked
to bring a framed picture of your child, a candle in a holder and
dishes for the potluck meal. Bread, drinks and utensils will be furnished. Members note change of place and use the back entrance. For
more information call Hilda at 498-8324 or Kerry at 762-1274.

Photo provided
Dolores Wells, center, director of CASA (Court Appointed
Special Advocate), accepts a check from Laura Dziekonski,
left, and Sharon Bybee, right, members of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The department's
donation of $1,000 from a spring fundraiser was matched by
Wal-Mart making a total of $2,000.

Calloway County Middle School
L—J

Mother to Mother meeting Thursday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will
meet Thursday, Dec. 4, at 10:30 a.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. The group may be in
the park behind the library if the weather is nice. Refreshments will
be served and door prizes given. Pregnant moms (and dads) as well
as former breastfeeding moms of any age are welcome. For more
information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., phone 759-4746.

Santa Project started at resource centers
The 2003 Santa Project is starting. Children are currently available
for sponsorship by calling the Calloway County Family Resource
Center at 762-7333 or the Murray Family Resource Center at 7599592. Donations are also being accepted to support those children
who are not sponsored through Santa's Workshop. Tax deductible
donations may be made to the Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071. Michelle Hansen is director of Calloway Center
and Opal (Tootie) Oakley of the Murray Center.

Advent services will begin at church
Advent services will begin tonight, Dec. 3, at the Immanuel Lutheran Church. A soup supper will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
worship service at 7:15 p.m. "Come and worship with us and get
ready for the Christ of Christmas' arrival," said the Rev. Dr. Chad
Foster, pastor.

Photo provided
Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Students of
the Month are Geoffrey Slayden, Laura Orduna, Kyle
Crittendon and Haley McCuiston. These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work habits, behavior
and cooperation with their peers and teachers.

CCMS Council will meet today
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today, Dec. 3, at 3:15 p.m. in the media center. All
interested persons are invited.

Bass 'n Gals group will meet
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals is scheduled to meet tonight, Dec.
3, at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille.

loin (Us

LORRIE
BURTON
has joined its staff
Lorrie is available Tues.-Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Call 767-0098 For An Appointment • Walk-ins
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Murray Woman's Club will have Department.
its annual holiday open house and
Martha Crafton, president, and
program on Sunday, Dec. 7, at 2 Pat Harrington, first vice presip.m. at the club house, 704 Vine dent, invite the public to attend
St.
this annual program.
Special music will be presented by the Chorus of the Music
Department of the club with Kathy
Mowery as director; Calloway
County High School Chorus,directed by Mark Dycus; and Murray
High School Chorus, directed by
Bradley Almquist.
Refreshments will be served on
the lower floor of the club house
with the Alpha Department in
charge. Other departments assisting will be Creative Arts, Delta,
Garden, Home, Kappa, Sigma,
Theta and Zeta.
The front door and main floor
have been decorated by the Creative Arts Department and the side
"No matter what's on our wish list, whether its
diamonds, a new car, new clothes, or new comdoor and downstairs by the Delta
puter, deep down we all want the same thing: The
Perfect Gift Moment." When I give you your
gift I feel generous, clever and excited. When
you open it your face shines with joy as you discover how well I know you and how much I love
you!"
"Then we reverse and repeat: You get to feel
generous
and clever and I get to shine with joy.
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn McClure
Is that too much to ask?"
of Murray are the parents of a
"As it happens, yes ills. If you live in the real
son, Sam Ian McClure, born on
world. This is according to an article written by
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 2003, at 9
Sheila Heen in Real Simple magazine.
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
"Sift through our gift giving grievances and
Hospital.
you'll find they are often connected with a feeling of being cheated out of the greeting card
The baby weighed eight pounds
emotions we look forward to says Heen.
nine ounces and measured 20 inchWe give others gifts we Film for ourselves,
es. The mother is the former Harla
which
is why Aunt Pearl sends lace doilies and
Creason. Two sisters are Caitland,
Uncle John gives you a CD from Guy Lombardo.
10, and Madison, 4.
This gives the message that either don't underGrandparents are Clara Creastand the people you're giving them to or don't
son of Benton and Tommy and
care enough to try to please them.
Jean McClure of Murray.
Heen says the solution is to focus on their tastes
and interests. Take time to figure out what would
make them happy.
With so many choices for gift giving it can be a
stressful situation, and with so much going on
we're already stressed out this time of year.
The girls at DK Kelley are prepared to put some
Murray gotary Parade
joy in your gift shopping. We have a file with
Saiurday, Dec 6- 10 am.
your favorite person's size and color preferences.
and
We are also encouraging all the ladies to come in
and fill out their wish list again this year so we
Expo Center• College Sarrn141.
can call their special Santa.
Sunday, Der. - 1:30-4:30 p.m.
This holiday season we have expanded our gift
section. Gorgeous picture frames, candle holders
and Paddywax candles are sure to make a great
gift for a man or a woman. Men like their place
to look nice too.
As far as pampering products we have the best,
from Silk Spa, Niven Morgan and Deep Steep.
These products are sure to please even the fussiest person on your list.
Talk about festive, we have some of the most
exciting and beautiful holiday wear in the area.
Of course we have the perfect accessories to go
with your outfit to complete your glitzy mood.
Be bold and daring with large accent pieces in
jewelry, shawls and handbags to compliment
your look.
New fashion watches have arrived and we're
still giving away free bracelets with your purchase.
Don't forget your hosiery this season, fishnets,
toeless hose, colored hose and tights are back.
Congratulations to Becky Taylor whigtoon the
jewelry at our lunch Friday.
We'll be open Sunday 1-5 p.m 20-50% off
racks with new items addedAtily.'
Quote of the Week: "If you don't stand for
something you'll fall for anything." Robert
Billington Jr.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report
"Voted eh!Ladies Boutique in Cailoww
County Two Years In A Row"

FUN & FASHION

AA meetings scheduled

Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action is scheduled
to meet. Thursday, Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main St., Murray. Persons are asked to use the back
entrance. For information call 753-8419.

Photo provided
June Crider of Murray, right, was presented a plaque and an
anniversary _plate expressing the appreciation of the Blood
River Baptist Association WMU for her over 40 years of service as secretary/treasurer by Brenda Williams of Murray, left,
WMU director. The presentation was made at the quarterly
meeting held at New Zion Baptist Church.

Woman's Club plans open house

The first Main Street Merriment Christmas event, sponsored by
Kenlake Foods, will be Thursday, Dec. 4, beginning at 5 p.m. with
a "Carol of Lights" tree lighting ceremony. This year's tree has been
donated by Westvaco and the ornaments highlighted on the tree will
be made by children in the community. Santa will be on the square,
thanks to the sponsorship of McNutt Insurance and State Auto Insurance. Dickens Alley will round out the evening with carriage rides,
crafters, strolling carolers and much more. For more information call
9
the Main Street office at 759-9474.

Narcotics Anonymous meeting Thursday

Blood River Baptist WMU

a.m.-5 p.m.
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Racers
prep for
road test
vs. TCU

Thurman gives
Lady Tigers
some answers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Heading into Tuesday night's
season opener with Hickman County, the questions far outweighed
the answers for Murray High head
coach Rechelle Turner concerning
her 2003-04 Lady Tigers.
However, those scales are just
more balanced-after the
little
a
Lady Tigers weathered a tough chal- lettge frorn'a- sotid,Hiclunin Court-.
ty squad to nip the Lady Falcons
62-61 at the MHS gymnasium.
"After two scrimmages and our
practices, I still had a big question mark about the pulse of this
team," said Turner. "But I think
we answered that (Tuesday)."
Perhaps the biggest answer came
in the form of junior guard Lisa
Thurman, who, was instrumental
in rallying Murray from as much
as a 10-point deficit (58-48) with
just four minutes remaining in the
game.
Thurman scored nine of her
game-high 23 points in the decisive fourth quarter. However, none
of those points were bigger than
her last two, which came on a
driving layup with just seven seconds left to give MHS the lead
for good.
"Offensively, (Thurman) is our
go-to person," Turner explained.
"Win or lose, I told her that she
has to take us on her back and
*carry us."
Following Thurman's heroics,the
Lady Tigers (1-0) weathered a
game-winning 3-point attempt by
Hickman's Chelsey Bizzle that
bounced harmlessly offf the rim.
as the final buzzer sounded.
Turner hopes 'Thurman's offensive performance is only a preview of what the 5-8 junior can
bring to the Lady Tigers, who are
desperately searching for scoring
options from a unit that is devoid
of a true point guard.
"Obviously,our situation at point
guard presents some problems,"
noted Turner, who lost backcourt
stalwart Sherrie Sexton to gradu-

LADY TIGERS 62
Hickman Co. 61
61
48
20
9
Hickman Co.
62
44
22
9
Murray
Hickman County (81) — Yates 18, Backer
13, Watson 12, Caksackkar 6, Sizzle 5,
Byassee 4, Ward 3. FG: 19-59. 3-point
FG: 8-21 (Yates 4, Caksackkar 2, Baker,
Sizzle). FT: 15-23. Rebounds: 17. Record:
0-1.
Thumsan 23; Vincent /0,
Murray (en
Garland 8, Vohs 7, Sykes 6, Huston 4,
Dunn 3 Cunninghman 1. FG: 22-62. 3Point VG: 7-18 (Thurman - VOW 2, Dunn).
FT: 11-19. Rebounds: 34. Record: 1-0.

ation."Sometimes our offense looks
kind of choppy and disorganized
because we don't have a true point
guard out there. But, as the year
'goes on, I think everything will
work itself out."
The Lady Falcons, who canned
eight 3-pointers in the contest,didn't hit-from long range in, the second quarter, but trimmed as much
as a seven-point deficit to only
two (22-20) at the halftime break.
Thurman appeared to help the
Lady Tigers break open the close
affair midway through the third
period, knocking down a trey and
two free throws during a 7-0 run
that put her team ahead 38-31
with 3:44 on the clock.
But Hickman bounced back with
back-to-back 3-pointers from Ashley Yates, who knocked down four
long-range bombs on the night on
her way toa team-high 18 points.
The Lady Falcons then took
the lead on a pair.of Julie Watson foul shots, and held ,a fourpoint cushion (48-44) heading
into the final eight minutes.
Murray had more difficulties
defending the perimeter in the
fourth quarter, and appeared in
deep trouble when consecutive 3point attempts by' Lindsey Caksackkar found the net for a 10point advantage.
But Thurman quickly rallied the
troops with a trey of her own,
and later assisted forward Katie
Garland on a layup in transition.
Thurman scored six of the Lady
Tigers' last seven points to pull
out the victory.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With four wins in as many games
to start the 2003-04 season, the
Murray State Racers have passed
their initial test in front of friendly faces.
Now comes perhaps the Rae- erVhiggest test--life away-fro-hi
the friendly confines of the Region.
al Special--Events Center.
Murray's first road test under
the direction of new head coach
Mick Cronin comes tonight, when
the Racers battle Conference USA
member Texas Christian University beginning at 7:05 at Fort
Worth's Daniel-Meyer Coliseum.
"TCU is our first road game,
and that's a big thing for us,"
_...said Cronin -following MSU's surprising 94-54 drubbing of another C-USA team — Southern Miss
— last Saturday. "I'm anxious to
see how we respond to that because
we're not going to go in there
and blow them out."
The Homed Frogs (1-2) expect
to offer a more formidable challenge than the Golden Eagles —
not only because of the change
of venue, but also for their athletic abilities.
While perhaps not as physically imposing as Southern Miss,
TCU brings a fast-paced tempo
to the floor that could match the
Racers' run-and-gun style under
,
Cronin. •
Second-year TCU head coach
Neil Dougherty, who spent seven
seasons as an assistant under Roy
Williams at Kansas, has brought
the popular style of play to the
Horned Frogs' program.
"They will really push the ball
up the floor in transition," Cronin
said of the Horned Frogs. "They
will find a way to attack our
press."
Unlike Murray — which has feaSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger a limes photo
different starting lineups in
tured
Murray High's Lisa Thurman dribbles her way down the court during the Lady Tigers' seaits first four games —
of
each
son-opening victory over Hickman County. The junior guard scored a game-high 23 points, TCU has kept the same starting
including the game-winning layup with just seven seconds remaining.
five throughout its first three contests.
The Horned Frogs return two
starters from last year's 9-19 squad
that produced a seventh-place finish (3-13) in the final C-USA
"T.A. (Terry Adams) is going standings. Those two starters —
By MICHAEL DANN
Lone Oak 49
shoot the ball better, Seth's 6-foot-7 forward Chudi Chinweze
to
Sports Writer
LAKERS 41
conditioning is not where and 6-2 guard Corey Santee —
(Barrow)
Lakers'
County
The Calloway
49
37
24
12
Lone Oak
it needs to be. But I still like our were tied for the team lead in
shooting percentage in Tuesday's Calloway County 17 21 33 41
season opener against Lone Oak Lone Oak - Denson 12, Key 10, L Elhott basketball team. They have been scoring (13.5 points per game)
was much like Mother Nature's 8, Ponhng 7, J Elliott 6, Waller 6, Thomas through adversity, and tonight is entering Monday night's matchup
0, McDuthe 0 Field goals 21/48 3-pointjust another night. "
recent cold front.
with top-ranked Kansas.
ers 3/11 (key 2, Pontmg) Free throws 4/8.
Calloway (0-1) led the Purple
The Lakers' opening game was Rebounds 28 Fouls 14
In ,that contest, TCU gave the
not the night head coach Terry Calloway County - Adams 17. Walker 7, 17-12 Flash at the end of the first Jayhawks fits for over 20 min6. Jones 6, Barrow 3. Whi1e2, Saliquarter, but trailed by three (24- utes of play before succumbing
Birdsong envisioned — not by a Futrell
nas 0 Field goals 16/55 3-pointers 2/17
at halftime. Lone Oak held a 85-66. Kansas — which was forced
21)
long shot.
(Adams, Futrell). Free throws 7/12.
lead at the end of the third into 13 first-half turnovers — led
37-33
percent
34
16.
chilly
a
shot
Fouls
28.
CCHS
Rebounds
period, and Calloway did not find
from the floor and was 2-of-18 defensively."
by just one point (39-38) at the
.
itself any close than four points
from 3-point range in a 49-41 loss
halftime break, and was tied with
Terry
and
Logan
Walker
Seniors
in the final eight minutes.
to the Flash last night at Jeffrey
the Horned Frogs early in the secAdams, who are being counted on
Chase Denson led Lone Oak
•
Gymnasium.
ond half before using a 19-8 run
by
left
void
graduating
the
fill
to
(1-0) with 12 points. Jarod Key
"This is one the few times in
to pull away for the 19-point victhe last couple of years that I felt seniors Jimmy Bynum and Mitchell was also in double digits with 10 tory.
like a team wanted it more than McClure, shot a combined 9-of- points, and had four blocks on
Guard Keith Langford, recruitthe night.
we did," Birdsong said of Lone 37 from the floor.
to Kansas by Dougherty, scored
ed
6-of-24
was
himself,
Adams,
. Birdsong added this 2003 Lone
Oak on Tuesday night. "I thought
24 points on 9-of-10 shooting to
long
from
1-of-12
and
floor
the
on
pushover.
no
Despite
is
team
Oak
we were very rusty, compared to
lead the Jayhawks to the win.
what I had saw the past two scrim- range, while leading Calloway with the fact the Lakers were First
TCU's season-opening, fourpoints.
16
Region champs last year, it's time
mages. We didn't even look like
game
homestand — which conhalfat
points
seven
had
Walker
forethe
for
to
his
step
team to
the same team.
cludes
with the Racers' visit tonight
in
action
limited
saw
but
time,
front, the coach said.
"You are not going to beat any
—
has
also included an 87-58 tri6-foot-6
did
as
half,
second
the
"We lost to a good basketball
basketball team the way we shot
over
umph
Texas-Arlington and a
six
had
only
He
Jones.
Roger
that
program
Oak
Lone
a
—
team
tonight. We just weren't in-sync
loss
74-62
to Tulsa.
in
coming
them
of
all
is one the rise. There should be
with our offense tonight. I thought points —
Meanwhile,
Cronin has rotated
did
Jones
But
quarter.
third
the
no shame there," Birdsong said.
we got good looks all night. We
seven different players in starting
blocks.
four
with
finish
and
complacent,
of
kind
were
"We
held them to 49 points. I can't
slots in the Racers' first four
"Anytime, as a coach, you have we fought through that.
ask them to do too much more
games.
to go with guys that are going to
"I think we've had enough pats
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo
Junior college transfer Kelvin
give you the best opportunity to on the back. It's time for them to
Calloway's Logan Walker win," Birdsong said. "I think Roger
make their own identity. We have Brown continues to lead Murray
works in the post against a provides us with that opportunity, five seniors, and it's time for them in scoring, pacing four doubleLone Oak defender during but tonight just wasn't his night; to get going."
digit scorefs at 18.0 ppg., while
averaging 5.5 rebounds per outTuesday's action ãt CCHS.
it-wasn't anybody's night.
ing. Senior forward Cuthbert Victor is scoring at a 15.3 ppg. clip,
and is ueraging a team-high 9.5
boards per contest.
Junior Adam Chiles has set up
reach the end zone from the Jets
New England (10-2), which hand- of it is."
The Jets also exposed some prob- 3 in the fourth quarter. McNair, the MSU attack effectively from
ed the Titans their last loss on
Oct. 5, now has the edge for the lems the Titans disguised during who played despite a strained right the point guard position, averaga stretch where they won eight of calf, threw three straight incom- ing 13.8 ppg. and a team-best 6.5
AFC's No. 2 seed. .
plete passes to turn the ball over assists per game.
The Titans are trying to think nine games.
Senior guard Rick Jones, who
with 5:21 left.
topleague's
the
McNair,
Steve
positively.
McNair said his leg didn't both- had one of his best games as a
"It falls right back in our lap rated passer, had compensated for
again," running back Eddie George an offense with the NFL's worst er him, and neither did the Jets. Racer against Southern Miss (16
But he didn't run either, even fak- points on 6-of-8 shooting; 4-of-6
said. "(The loss) is something to rushing average.
George averaged 4.1 yards a ing a draw play once and getting shooting from 3-point range), is
be discouraged about. But the
future, next week, we can control carry Monday night, but the Titans intercepted when he could have Murray's other double-figure scorer at 10.5 ppg.
that, and that is what the beauty couldn't open a hole for him ,to run on third-and-9.

Cold shooting costs Lakers in opening loss

Titans must fix problems before showdown with Colts
NASHVILLE, Ienn. (AP)
The Tennessee Titans have no time
to worry about a missed opportunity. Thanks to the NFL schedule,
they must immediately prepare for
Sunday's 'ekFC South showdown
with Indianapolis
Beating the Cblts (9-3) would
give the Titans (9-3) a one-game
lead with three remaining as they
try to win the division for a second consecutive year. They also

would take a big step toward hosting a playoff game.
But if they had beaten the New
York Jets on Monday night, the
Titans could have clinched a playoff berth with a victory and some
help on Sunday.
With their 24-17 victory, the
Jets prevented the Titans from
clinching anything this week —
and may have taken away their
best chance at a first-round bye.
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Lady Purple Flash strike down Calloway

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Poor shooting in the third.quarter for host Eastwood Christian
Academy proved the turning point
in a 52-40 home loss to Hopkinsville's Heritage Christian Academy Tuesday night.
The Warriors were just 1-for10 from the field in a third stanza that saw their 27-23 halftime
r lead become a 40-32 deficit by
the end of that frame.
Heritage would hold tight the
rest of the way in evening its
season record at 3-3, while ECA
dropped to 4-2.
Warriors' guard Erik Ramsey
led all scorers with 15 points,
while forward Jordan Harrell
' recorded a double-double with 10
points and 11 rebounds. Heritage
placed three players in double figures in displaying a balanced attack.
Heritage did not tally a single
3-point basket in the win, scoring all but four points on conventional two-point field goals.
Meanwhile, ECA— 15-of-51 from
the field for the game — did have
its free-throw stroke working well
as it ended 8-of-11 from the char-ity -stripe.
ECA will attempt to return to
its winning ways Friday night
when it stays home to meet
Anchored of Bowling Green. Game
time is set for 6 p.m.

Heritage
13 23 40 52
15 27 32 40
ECA
HERITAGE: Spain 11, Bridges 10, Landrum 10, Faepard 9, Bozarth 8, Sharber
2, Ezell 2 Field Goals 24 3-pointers 0
Free Throws 4 Fouls 13
EASTWOOD: Ramsey 15, J Harrell 10
J Craig 8. D Craig 3 M Harrell 3
Herndon 2 Field Goals 15/51 3-pointers 2/19 (J Craig 0 Craig) Free
Throws 8/11 Rebounds 25 Fouls 9

OCOEIED

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Entering the 2003-04 season,
there was plenty of talk from
the Calloway County Lady Lakers about how they wanted to
get back to where they finished
last season — on the court at
Bowling Green's E.A. Diddle
Arena after winning the First
Region title.
_ If the Lady Lakers want to have
any shot of returning to Bowling Green, they need to work
out some kinks in their armor
as they attempt to return to the
force they were a year ago.
Marred by 23 turnovers and
a fourth quarter without a field
goal was enough to do in Calloway in Tuesday's season opener. The Lady Lakers squandered
a 52-41 lead to Lone Oak, and
fell to the Lady Flash 58-55 at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lady Lakers were held
to no field goals in the fourth
quarter after closing the third quarter wittr—a 52-41 lead. CCHS
was 0-for-5 from the field, including ()-for-2 from 3-,point,
and made just 3-of-6 free throw
shots.
Meanwhile, Lone Oak got a
combined 15 points from the duo
of Katee Buchanan and Jessica
Fox en route to the win.
Lady Flash head coach Tim
Adams said it would have been
easy for his players to give into
Calloway, but they. didn't._
"My kids always play
and we knew coming up here
that it was going to be a battle," noted Adams. "We were just
hoping for enough plays to where
we could come out ahead."
For Lady Laker head coach
Scott Sivills, it was a game that
hopefully will provide . valuable Lady Laker Chelsea Morris drives around Lone Oak's Katie
learning experience — on what action at Calloway County High School on Tuesday night.
not to do.
back to defeat Calloway 58-55.
"We just didn't shut the deal
like we wanted to," he said. "I afford to make too many mis- ing with seven seconds remainhave io give Coach Adams and takes and expect to win."
ing.
his team a lot of credit. They
Fox ond Buchanan combined
Two free throws by Fox gave
kept fighting. They didn't stop for a 9-0 run to open the fourth Lone Oak the 58-55 advantage,
working, and our kids made a frame. Fox had seven points in and a 3-point attempt at the horn
lot of mental mistakes that you the fourth to finish with a game- by Calloway's Katie Ross found
can't make in-:a - basketball' game. high 28 points. Het putback under the Iron to be unkind:
With a team like ours, we can't the basket with 43 seconds left
The Lady Lakers (0-1) shot
to play made it a one-point Lady 48 percent from the floor, 33
Laker lead. .
percent from 3-point range and
Calloway's usually-formidable 69 percent from the free throw
Lone Oak
12
24
37
49
forward Shemika Dial was in
Calloway County
17
21
33
41
foul trouble the entire night, pickMeanwhile, Lone Oak (1-0)
Lone Oak - Denson 12, Key 10, L. Elliott
ing up her fifth while fouling wasn't much better, shooting just
8, Ponting 7, J. Elliott 6, Walter 6, Thomas
0, McDuttie 0. Field goals 21/48. 3-pointFox. The 5-foot-10 senior flushed 46 percent from the field. The
ers 3/11 (key 2, Ponting). Free throws 4/8.
the free throw to tie the game. Lady Flash shot 30 percent from
Rebounds 28, Fouls 14.
Chelsea
Morris'
11-footer beyond the arc and was a chilly
Calloway County - Adams 17, Walker 7,
failed, but Jessica Greer was able 55 percent from the line.
Futrell 6, Jones 6. Barrow 3, White2, Salinas 0. Field goals 16/55. 3-pointers 2/17
to strip the ball from Buchanan
Calloway opened the game with
(Adams, Futrell). Free throws 7/12.
with
16
seconds
left.
But
Carrie
a
21-10
first quarter lead, and
Rebounds 28. Fouls 16,
Radke was whistled for travel- closed out the first half with a

ECA
falls to
Heritage

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355
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Top Tweasy Ftve
By The AssociNad Preen
The top 25 Warne rn The Associaled Press' mans
college beakeare poll, weh first-pram rotes as
parentheses, records twos*, Nov 30, WWI pants
based on 25 points tor • first-plisos ,roW trough
one pars tor • 2595-piace vote end previous rankmg
Replied
Pts
1 Kansas 152)
2-0
1,750
2 Rondo 18)
20
1,604
3 Connecticut (1)
4-1
1,524
1
4 Missouri (3)
1-0
1,487
5
5 Mschogan St
3-1
1.389
3
6 Duke (1)
3•1
1,325
2
7 Anzona
1 ,1
4
1,302
8 Texas (2)
3-0
11
1272
9. Kentucky (1)
2-0
1,234
10
10, N. Carolers (1)
3-0
1200
11. Minor
3-0
1.071
12. Saint Joseph's
3-0
916
13
1
2
13. Ga Tech (31
5-0
874
14 Oklahoma
3-0
835
14
15. Wmconsr,
3-0
720
15
16 Syracuse
1-1
692
17 Gonzaga
3-1
570
16
18 Wake Forest
3-0
552
18
19 Cincinnati
3-0
527
19
20 Purdue
4-0
493
21 Stanford
3-0
471
20
22 Pittsburgh
4-0
391
22
23 Notre Dame
2-0
342
21
24 Marquette
4-0
23
25 Oklahoma St
3-0
117
24
Others receiving voles Louisville N, N C State
83, Iowa 71, Maryland 59, Dayton 53, Tsui Tech
32, Oregon 20, Indiana 17, Arizona St 13, Auburn
12, Mississippi St 11. Providence 10, Charlotte 9
LSU 9, BYU 5, Georgia 5. Vanderbilt 5 Butter 4
UCLA 4, Florida St 3, Oluo St 3, George Wash
egton 2, Xavier 2. Arkansas 1, Callorne 1 Man
hattan 1, Murray St. 1, Nevada 1, Niagara 1
The Women's Top Twenty Five
By The Associated Press

GB
1

1
1 1/2
3
7

2
5
9
9

GB
—
1/2
3
1/2
6
1/2
1/2
11

GB
—
1.2
1
2
2 1/2
3
3
GB
—
1 1/2
4 102
5
5
6 172
7

Tuesday's Gemara
Toronto 95. Philadelphia as
New Chews 100, Orland° 91
Mtlwaukee 106, Atlanta 94
Dallas 97, Washirlon 72
Denver 115, C.4evelend 103 '
Wednesday's Gwen
Boston at Toronto, e p.m.
Miami at Detrort. 6'313 p.m.
Mernphrs at New Jamey, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Utah at Houston, 7 30 p m.
L A Lakers at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at PhOents 8 p.m.
New York at Seattle. 9 p.m.
Indiana at Portland, 9 p rn
Denver at Golden State, 930 pm.
Cleveland at LA Clippers. 930 p.m.

Record
1 Connecticut (46)
3-0
6-0
2 Texas
3. Tennessee
2-0
4. Duke
4-1
6-0
5, Texas Tech
6. Siantord
5-0
4-1
7 Purdue
8 Penn St.
3-1
9 Minnesota
5-0
10 Laraine Tech
2-0
11 George
3-1
12 Kansas St.
2-2
IS, Nor. Carotene
4-0
14, Oleo St
3-0
IS. UC Santa Barbera 4-1
16. Oklahoma
4-0
17. Colorado
5-1
18. LSU
2-2
19 Utah
3-1
5-0
20. Oregon
3-0
21. ICU
3-2
22. Rutgers
23, WO* Ted,
4-0
4-0
24. Mittegin St.
4-2
25. Auburn

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger&Times photo

Rorer during the first half of
The Lady Purple flash came
32-29 edge, despite having six
Lady Lakers who accounted for
14 first half fouls. The CCHS
bench also complimented itself
by providing 12 first half points,
six a piece from Greer and Radke.
. "We had the game under control a good portion of the time,"
Sivills said. "But the bottom line
is we didn't shut the deal. It's
one .of those games where Lone
Oak made the right plays at the
right time. We didn't make free
throws like we were supposed
to. It's kind of like we played
to lose tonight."
Kelly Taylor led Calloway with
16 points. She was the only Lady
Laker in double figures.

of 20 attempts. Witt scored 25
points to lead the Colonels.
I11.-Chicago 77,
Eastern Illinois 60
CHARLESTON, Ill. (AP) —
Aaron Can scored 20 points as
Illinois-Chicago beat Eastern Illinois 77-60 Tuesday night.
The Flames (6-1) took a 3833 lead at the half and maintained their lead converting 14of-24 from the field. IllinoisChicago got help from Cedrick
Banks with 16 points, Armond
Williams had 15 and 13 rebounds
and Martell Bailey added 12 points
and eight assists. The Flames
also connected on 8-of-16 from
the 3-point line.
Eastern Illinois (0-3) was led
by Josh Gomes with 19 points
and Jason Wright added 8.

Pts
1,150
1.069
1,033
1.018
957
921
eatt
814
784
896
686
847
638
521
437
405
339
301
290
277
253
178
134
133
71

P.
2
3
4
5
6
7
11
12
10
9
13
14
111
19
20
18
22
24
23
15

25
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Acceptins Christrfas Partti
Reservations!
Gift Certificates Are
Great Stocking Stuffers!

Enjoy Our Daily
Lunch & Dinner
Buffets!

Voted
Favorite
,
oft, Chinese
Restaurant

Happy Holidays From

Tennessee Tech wins; EKU, EIU lose
ning streak.
Winthrop 67,
Eastern Kentucky 66
ROCK HILL, S.C. (AP) —
James Shuler scored 24 points
and hit two free throws in the
final minutes to lift Winthrop to
a 67-66 victory over Eastern Kentucky on Tuesday night.
Eastern Kentucky (1-3) could
not hit a basket over a nearly
two-minute stretch after Shuler's
free throws, and Matt Witt and
Michael Haney missed shots in
the final five seconds.
The Colonels led 37-30 at
halftime and outshot Winthrop (31) by four baskets. Eastern Kentucky was 48.1 percent from the
floor, while Winthrop was 44
percent.
But the Eagles won the game
at the free-throw line, hitting 17

•1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MDICRAYTitif

KFBM rrrrr.com
e-mail: stuart_alexander okyfbins.com

Ohio Valley Conference Roundup

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Milone Clark scored a careerhigh 23 points as Tennessee Tech
knocked off Idaho. State 87-62
Tuesday night.
The Golden Eagles (3-1) dominated the game almost from the
opening tip, blowing out to a
quick lead and taking a 42-31
lead at the break. The Bengals
(2-2) never cut the lead to less
than seven in the second half.
Willie Jenkins scored 20 points
for Tech, while Ben Jacobson
pulled down 10 rebounds as the
Golden Eagles controlled the
boards. Clark added nine rebounds,
and Tech outrebounded the Bengals by a 46-29 margin.
Leigh Gayden scored 13 and
Cameron Crisp added 10 for the
Golden Eagles, who own a 21game nonconference home win-
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August Moon
L7 OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY • 759-4653

Pt-SOMETHING FOR

UNDER
THE TREE,
AROUND THE GARDEN AND
ALONG THE FLOWER BEDS.

CINGULAR WIRELESS ROLLOVERsm MINUTES
Murray Telephone & Electronics
506 N 12th Street

NOKIA 3595
$49.99
FREE AFTER $50 MAIL-IN REBATE
' agreenieni

Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7567
9k
4
.

LG 4010
$9.99

cingular
RELES

BUY IT FOR THE HOLIDAYS
DON'T PAY FOR IT

'I , llo I I

For a limited time you can get the John Deere lawn and garden tractor
that best fits your needs for no payments and no interest until spring
of 2004' We'll even give you a John Deere key chain and a gift bag'
for something under the tree

t‘i

CINGULAR HOME GSKPLANS •
PLAN NAME
MONTHLY MINUTES
ANYTIME
COST
HOME 500
$29
99 • 800
500
•HOME
800
$39.99
•HOMt
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99
1,200
1700
•HOME
$6999
I TO()
•HOME
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2,500
'HOME
$149 99
'HOME
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$49

cingular
fits you
Authorleci Agent

best'
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3500
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-
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5,000
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000
5,01)1)
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000
OM
55,111)1)

0

5.000
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SO la
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UNTIL SPRING.'

LONG
DISTANCE
$$ 20
20
$ 20

$O 39
$0 39

5 20
20

$0.35
$0 29

52(1
$ 20

Xxeer DFERF

www JohnDeere coot/ Homeowners

Notoroloo 141.4, 1.4

AD,,,,

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC
972 CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY, KY 42071
12701 753-4110
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Fletcher to name Justice secretary
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov.-elect Ernie Fletcher was
to
expected
announce his
administration's Justice
Cabinet secretary today, and
Lt. Gov.-elect
Steve Pence
had not been
eliminated as a
candidate for
job,
the
Fletcher
Fletcher's
chief of staff said Tuesday.
Daniel Groves, Fletcher's chief
of staff, would not definitively say
whether Pence would be appointed
as head of the state's Justice
Cabinet. However, Fletcher had
made a decision on who the secretary would be, and Pence was still a
candidate, Groves said during an
impromptu news conference at the
Capitol Tuesday.
"He hasn't been eliminated,"
Groves said, referring to Pence's
candidacy.
Fletcher was expected to make
the announcement during a news
conference at 10 a.m. EST at the
Capitol.
Pence did not return a call seeking comment Tuesday night.
Whether or not Pence is named
Justice Cabinet secretary, the former
federal prosecutor would have a
role in the administration's drugfighting efforts, along with his
duties as lieutenant governor,
Groves said.
"The lieutenant governor would

,
Man working on
inauguration tent at
Capitol injured in fall
FRANKFORT, Ky.(Al') — A worker helping to pitch a tent for Gov.elect Ernie Fletcher's inauguration festivities at the state Capitol complex
was injured in a fall Tuesday.
Antonio Garza, 39, was helping to erect a large tent in the Capitol
parking lot, adjacent to the Governor's Mansion and Capitol Annex,
when he lost his fodating and fell, Finance and Administration Cabinet
spokeswoman Jill Midkiff said.
He was helping to pull the roof over the metal tent frame when the
accident occurred, Midkiff said. It was unclear how far Garza fell.
"It was an unfortunate accident, and our thoughts and prayers are with
him and his family," Fletcher spokesman Wes Irvin said.
Garza was conscious after the fall, which occurred shortly before 4
p.m. EST, Midkiff said. Garza was in fair condition Tuesday night,
University of Kentucky Hospital spokeswoman Kelley Bozeman said.
Garza is employed by the Chattanooga Tent Company, based in
Chattanooga, Tenn., Midkiff said. A message to the company seeking
comment was not returned.
always play a significant role in
fighting drugs," Groves said.
Having a lieutenant governor
simultaneously serve as a cabinet
secretary is not unprecedented.
Outgoing Gov. Paul' Patton
served as secretary for the
Economic Development Cabinet
during then-Gov. Brereton Jones'
administration. Also, outgoing Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry served as secretary of the Cabinet for Human
Resources while he was lieutenant
governor.
If Pence were appointed as a cabinet secretary for Fletcher's administration, he would not receive an
additional salary, Groves said. In
that situation, a lieutenant governor

Report: Nation not ready
to handle SARS outbreak
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
report commissioned by the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention says the United States is
ill-equipped for an outbreak of the
SARS virus.
The study cites a lack of specialists who study diseases, along with
cuts in state and local health department budgets.
"The current shortage of epidemiologists, public health nurses
and other personnel in the U.S. will
reach a crisis stage in the event of an
epidemic," University of Louisville
researchers wrote in the 160-page
report submitted Monday about the
new and deadly virus that swept
across the globe earlier this year.
"If these positions are not
restored, an otherwise containable
epidemic may spread rapidly," the
report says.
Though the most recent SARS
epidemic was contained, health officials say it could re-emerge any
time, possibly aided by an expected
worse-than-normal flu season.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome was first reported in Asia in
February. Over the next few months
it spread to more than 25 countries
in North America, South America,
Europe and Asia.
The disease infected about 8,000
people, killing about 780. The CDC
reported Oct. 1 that 164 people in
the United States had been infected,
but no deaths were reported.
The CDC paid for a study by the
of L School of Medicine's
Institute for Bioethics, Health
Policy and Law.
Researchers examined the SARS
epidemic in Canada, China, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and
Vietnam, with an eye toward what
the United States could learn.
Among other recommendations,
they said that to prepare for a SARS

outbreak, the nation needs to:
—Develop more capacity in its
hospitals for a surge in people quarantined for SARS.
—Clearly delineate authority and
responsibility among federal, state
and local agencies.
—Improve programs for public
health education and communication.
—Establish more comprehensive
measures to deal with a possible
"unwillingness of health-care
providers to treat infected patients::
In every country studied, some doctors and nurses avoided infected
patients.
The report is "very strong and
good" and has "provided information for us to consider and take
under
advisement,"
CDC
spokesman Von Roebuck told The
Courier-Journal in a telephone interview from the agency's headquarters in Atlanta.
It is "inevitable" that the United
States eventually will face serious
SARS problems, said Mark
Rothstein, lead author of the study
and director of the U of L bioethics
institute.
"I hope it's a wake-up call ... to
take a very hard look at our level of
preparedness," he said Tuesday.

"would have to accept the salary for
which they were elected," Groves
said.
Pence, 49, was the U.S. attorney
for ,the western half of Kentucky
before becoming Fletcher's running
mate during the primary election.
He joined the gubernatorial campaign shortly after Fletcher's original running mate, Hunter Bates, was
removed from the ballot for not
meeting residency requirements.
Before becoming an attorney,
Pence worked as an elementary
school math teacher.
He has a law degree from the
University of Kentucky. He was
appointed
U.S. attorney
in
September 2001.

Lyon County
Judge-Executive
Boyd dies
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
Lyon County Judge-Executive
Jim Boyd died after just 10
months in office. He was 60.
Boyd died Monday night of a
massive heart attack at a hospital,
where he was taken after collapsing at his home.
During his brief tenure, Boyd
obtained a grant for park
improvements and negotiated an
agreement to use state land for an
industrial park, Magistrate
Charles Ferguson said.
"He was an excellent judge
and always had something that
he was working on," Ferguson
said. "His death is a blow to
those of us who knew him and to
all of Lyon County. He was the
best judge we've ever had."
Before his retirement a year
ago, Boyd worked for 34 years at
the ATOFINA plant in Calvert
City and was a member of several boards and commissions,
including the Lyon County
ambulance board and planning
and zoning board.
Boyd defeated incumbent
Judge-Executive J.D. Lee in the
May 2002 Democratic primary.
A replacement judge-executive will be appointed.

Come In Er Meet Our New Management Staffl
10% OFF WITH PURCHASE 0
525 OR MORE

Advance'

AutoPartsi
I.

405 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-3700

BRANDON ti„)WORLD

**FREE**

In the Spotlight

Charles recovering from hip surgery
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ray
Charles is recovering in his Beverly
Hills home after undergoing a hip
replacement last week.
"I feel terrific and am so thankful
to the good Lord that all is going
well for me," Charles said in a statement Tuesday. "I can't wait to get
back on the road, which is my second home."
Acute discomfort in his left hip
forced the 73-year-old singer in
August to cancel his remaining
2003 tour dates. It was the first time
Charles had canceled a tour in 53
years.
Charles is undergoing physical
therapy and expects to start a
national tour again in March,
spokesman Jerry Digney said.
While hospitalized in November,
Charles donated $1 million to
Dillard University in New Orleans
for the creation of a program about
black culture. He's also been working on a duets album at his private
studio, Digney said.
Charles, who was 7 years old
when he lost his eyesight, has won
13 Grammy Awards, including a
lifetime achievement award. He also
was one of the original inductees to
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
1986.
He's recorded classic songs such
as "I Got a Woman," "What'd I
Say" and "Georgia on My Mind."

AP Photo
Legendary blues singer Ray Charles perform at the Apollo
Theater in Harlem in this June 2, 2003 file photo, in New York.
Charles is recovering in his Beverly Hills, Calif. home after
undergoing a hip replacement last week, it was announced
Tuesday.
A movie based on his life story, Charles Story," starring Jamie Foxx,
"Unchain My Head: The Ray recently finished filming.
•••

Singer Glen Campbell formally
charged with drunken driving, assault
PHOENIX (AP) — Glen
Campbell has been charged with
assault and drunken driving in a hitand-run collision near his
Phoenix home
last month.
Campbell
was formally
charged
with
aggravated
assault, drunken
driving,
Campbell
extreme drunken driving and
leaving the scene of an accident. the
Maricopa County Attorney's office

said Tuesday.
The criminal complaint was filed
last week against Campbell, who
was arrested Nov. 24 at his home
after he allegedly struck another car
and left the scene. Nobody was hurt.
Calls to Campbell's publicist and
lawyer
weren't
immediately
returned Tuesday.
Extreme drunken driving applies
to a blood-alcohol level of 0.15 percent or higher. Breath tests on
Campbell showed he had a 0.20
blood-alcohol level, according to
court documents. The legal limit for
Arizona drivers is 0.08 percent.
While in custody, police said

Campbell became angry and kneed
an officer, who was not injured. He
was freed on $2,000 bail.
The 67-year-old singer apologized last week and blamed the
arrest on the accidental mixing of
alcohol and a prescription anti-anxiety drug.
Campbell, who has lived in
Arizona for 22 years and has no
prior convictions, was hugely successful in the 1960s and early '70s
with a string of hits on the pop and
country
charts,
including
"Rhinestone Cowboy," "Galveston," "Gentle on My Mind" and
"By the Time I Get to Phoenix."

Do you know there are
over 5,000 CASH BALL
Winners daily?

Altha Riggs
$200,000 WINNER

Coy Bradley
$200,000 WINNER

With
all these
WINNERS,
You Oughta
be Playing!

Rafael Truyenque
$2,000 WINNER

Jo Oldham
$2,000 WINNER

Earl Carroll
$2,000 WINNER

Has Your "Service Engine Soon"
Light Been Corning On?

Hurry in today for a FREE
Computer Diagnosis on
GM vehicles only.
Offer is for diagnosis only. Expires 12.31.03. Must present coupon.

1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270)753-5315 — (800)455-5315
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Retired ministers minister in art

Art on the Move

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo

Murray Middle School student Chris Lawrence demonstrates how one can produce colorful drawings on a
computer with a Paint program during Monday's Region
1 Student Technology Leadership Showcase at the Curris Center on the Murray State University campus. Nearly 800 students from surrounding school districts competed in a variety of areas.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Dave and Betty Shepperson display their hand-made stained-glass
nativity scene throughout the year.
But at Cluistrnastinie they add a star
and angel, significant details in the
story of the Jesus' birth.
The Sheppersons, who are both
retired Presbyterian ministers,
learned how to make stained glass
while working at a church in San
Antonio in 1985. They took a series
of three classes, where they first created the colorful nativity scene.
Since then, Dave and Betty have
made at least 100 manager scenes
for friends and family, including six
children, 14 grandchildren and 2
great-grandchildren.
Now, one set of the baby Jesus,
Mary, Joseph, three kings and a
shepherd hang in the Sheppersons'
kitchen at their South 16th Street
home in Murray, where they have
lived for three years since retiring.
"I like dealing with the colors of
glass and the different textures of
glass," said Betty, 75."That's what I
like about it. I'm not an artist, everything I make is from a pattern."
For 20 years, Dave and Betty
traveled to different Presbyterian
churches, working as interim pastors
between installed ministers. They
moved often, always taking their
work station for their stained-glass
projects. Usually spending about a
year in a church, they've lived in
Jonesboro, Ark., Memphis, Tenn.,
and Little Rock, Ark.
About 10 years ago, they even
spent a year at First Presbyterian
Church in Murray.

KRISTIN TAYLOR Ledger & Times photo

Betty and Dave Shepperson display some of their
stained-glass artwork, including a nativ_
ity scene.
After each of their spouses died,
Their religious work inspired
He also enjoys making butterBetty and Dave married in October some of their stained-glass art.'In flies, which he considers symbols of
1981, after they met at a minister's addition to the nativity scene, Betty hope.
conference. At the time, Betty was likes using the red-and-blue
"I like making butterflies. I've
working at a church in West Presbyterian seal in her art. Dave's made at least 100," said Dave,79."I
Memphis, Ark., and Dave was serv- most recent project is three stained- just think they are such beautiful
ing nearby at a Covington, Tenn., glass crosses for his daughter in San creatures. They are signs of the reschurch.
Antonio.
urrection."

Santa's not the only one busy this time of year
cle the globe three times, but Dec.
15 could add another lap around.
Air cargo capacity will be
increased by nearly 40 percent two
weeks before Christmas, and hundreds of trucks will be added.
Post-offices will be open'later in
the
evenings and on weekends,
2002
holiday
seacompared
to
the
By ELIZABETH WOLFE
Sundays,
during
son, and he expects that to go high- including
Associated Press Writer
December.
WASHINGTON (AP) — An er.
However, the Postal Service
The 20 billion pieces of mail
improving economy means the
Postal Service will handle 20 billion expected to flow through the Postal" plans to hire only 10,000 temporary
letters, packages and other items Service system this season represent employees, half as many as last seabeing sent to relatives, friends and a 50 percent increase in postmarks son.
compared to the rest of the year. The
Santa Claus this holiday season.
United Parcel Service and FedEx
"Generally that economic news heaviest mailing day should be Dec. are making similar preparations.
translates into additional volume for 15, with 850 million to 900 million
To ship an estimated 300 million
us," Postal Service chief operating letters and packages going out. The packages this season, UPS schedofficer Patrick Donahoe said busiest delivery day would follow uled additional and late pickups for
Monday. "We're expecting a very two days later.
peak days. The parcel company is
To put it into perspective: The also adding nearly a dozen large jets
successful season."
Donahoe said they have already-- Postal Service's average of 670 mil- to its air fleet, and will hire more
seen a 1 percent increase in volume lion pieces of mail a day would cir- than 50,000 temporary employees.

Postal Services expects to
handle 20 billion pieces
during holiday season

Bunning to hold
hearing on
Paducah plant
WASHINGTON, D.C. — On
Saturday, Dec. 6, 2003, at 9 a.m.,
U.S. Seri. Jim Bunning, a member
of the Senate Energy Committee,
will hold a hearing on the progress
of cleanup at the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant.
The hearing is being held at the
Paducah Information Age Park in
Paducah. There will be three panels
of witnesses who will testify at the
hearing.
For more information, contact
Mike Reynard at(202) 224-1156.

FedEx expects its average daily
package volume to increase by
around 20 percent and plans to hire
several thousand people to help with
the additional load. On its busiest
day, Dec. 15, the company expects
to handle around 7 million packages.
Among the 2.8 billion holiday
stamps the Postal Service is printing
this season are images of a hornplaying Santa on roller skates and

reindeers in suspenders. Other
•Use tape, not string, on packstamps
celebrate
Hanukkah, ages.
• Doretsuess the ZIP code. Go
Kwanzaa and the Islamic holiday of
to
the Postal Service Web site 4call Eid al-Fitr, and all will be available
(800)
ASK-USPS.
at 82,000 locations around the coun•
Remove batteries from toys
try, including 38,000 post offices.
Although the Postal Service and wrap separately.
at If reusing boxes, make sure old
delivers on Christmas day, cusbarcodes and addresses are covered.
tomers are encouraged to mail earli• If corresponding with Santa,
er to have things arrive on time.
don't put cookies in the envelope.
Also on the seasonal list of dos
and don'ts:

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH

presenfs. the'inash a/ drama ..

4ft

The Yule Tree
"A Christmas Delight Year-Round"
DECORATIONS FOR EVERYONE
Now Open Mon.-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. Noon-4 p.m.
Enjoy a cup of special blend wassail
while you browse through our unique
selection ofseasonal items
for your home.
412 S. 12th Street (Across From The Murray Bank)• 753-9967

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

SCROOGE
71M Nightly

Friday, December 5th
Saturday, December 6th
Sunday, December 7th
There's no place we'd rather be for the holidays, than right here with our neighbors and friends.
Thanks for making us feel so at home. Merry Christmas.

FREE ADMISSION
210 NORTH 12m STREET • MURRAY, KErTrucxv • 270-753-7021
www.bankwithheritage.eom
MEMBER MC

2771 Highway •94E, Murray
(270) 753-6695 • HopellarborChurch.com
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Quality of care questioned for dialysis patients
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP_ MfieNeal Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some' '300,000 Americans with failed kidneys stay alive by getting their
blood cleaned three times a week at
dialysis centers. But a new report
says too many of those facilities
provide inadequate treatment.
Government officials hope quality will improve in January when
new Medicare payment rules give
physicians financial incentives to
examine dialysis patients more frequently. The change means a pay
raise for kidney specialists who see
dialysis patients at least four times a
month, and a pay cut for those that
have less frequent exams, now
believed to be the norm.
That's only one of a series of
quality of care questions surrounding dialysis, where inspections are
few and far between. Medicare's
chief says while he longs to send
more inspectors to the nation's
4,000 dialysis centers, doing so will
require more.money from Congress.
"If there's one particular area
(where) we need to do more, it's
kidney. dialysis," says Tom Scully,
administrato_r___pf_ the .Center for

Medicare and Medicaid Services.
"But ies hard to get attention toil."
ICidne37 iliceitp- is -rising at an
alarming rate, and the number of
people requiring dialysis or a transplant to stay alive is expected to
double in the next decade.
Medicare, the health insurance program for the elderly, pays for dialysis for Americans of any age, with
costs already totaling $16 billion a
year.
Overall, dialysis care has gotten
much better over the last two
decades, says Dr. Brian Pereira of
the National Kidney Foundation.
And the dialysis industry notes that
problem facilities are a minority.
But a recent report by congressional investigators says there isn't
enough federal oversight to force
needed improvements at a significant number of dialysis centers. The
General Accounting Office found:
•At 512 facilities in 2000, blood
tests show a fifth of patients'
received inadequate dialysis treatment. Pereira cautions that some
undoubtedly were new patients not
yet receiving the full benefit of the
dialysis. But others either weren't
prescribed enough dialysis or

weren'i on the machines long
enough.at each visit to do the job.
'a At f,700 dialysis faCilities, 20
percent or more patients received
inadequate drug treatment for anemia — a deficiency in red blood
cells that is common with kidney
failure.
•A growing number of centers
— 216 at last count — has gone nine
or more years without an inspection
of whether they comply with quality
standards.
is Among those inspected since
1998, 15 percent had violations serious enough that if not corrected,
would warrant expulsion from
Medicare. Worse, almost a fifth of
those were repeat offenders.
Problems included using contaminated water for dialysis, medication
errors and too little physician
involvement in patient care.
•
"The oversight and enforcement
of this industry is stuck in the Stone
Age," says Sen. Charles Grassley,
R-Iowa, who three years ago urged
improvements that didn't happen.
Other problems likely are going
unreported because patients fear
centers will quit treating those who
complain, Grassley - wrote to

Medicare in a demand for change.
"We have no choice, we have to
Jive with these people," says Amy
Staples, 45. of Laredo, Mo. "If we
stopped the treatment at any point,
we would die."
Staples recalls the day two pints
of her blood drained onto the floor
because her nurse, also the dialysis
center director, missed a tubing connection while chatting with another
employee. At another center, she
had to argue to regain two hours of
treatment lost to a broken machine.
The GAO recommends that
Congress allow Medicare to order
dialysis centers caught with serious
violations to pay fines. It also suggests that Medicare concentrate
inspections on centers with a history
of problems.
The dialysis industry says problems stem from low Medicare reimbursement rates that make it harder
for facilities to compete for highly
trained technicians and nurses.
In 12 years, Congress has
allowed only a 3.6 percent payment
increase to dialysis centers, and
some are losing money, says Dr.
Raymond Hakim of Kidney Care
Partners, an alliance of dialysis

providers and advocates.
Medicare is studying that- complaint.
The January change in doctor
payments is separate and unpopular
with kidney specialists who say
monitoring by phone instead of inperson exams is fine for many
patients, especially in rural areas.
But Medicare's Dr. Barry
Straube, himself a nephrologist,
says dialysis patients fare better
when kidney specialists see them
weekly. Hence. Medicare is switching from a flat monthly fee to
nephrologists to payments pegged to
the number of patient exams.
Meanwhile, dialysis patients can
check Medicare's Web site —
http://www.medicare,gov- — to
compare what's known about the
quality of individual dialysis centers
before choosing one. Look for
measures such as the percent of
patients getting adequate dialysis.
Lauran Neergaard covers health
and medical issues for The
Associated Press in Washington.

Survey: Majority of new nurses are foreign-born Technique reported to
WASHING FON (AP) — Hospitals hired 100,000 face a shortfall of half a million nurses by 2015.
lessen heart patients' pain
new nurses last year, the vast majority over age 50 or
Buerhaus used a Census Bureau employment survey
foreign-born — easing but not ending a severe, nationwide nursing shortage, a new analysis found.
The surge of older nurses is welcome but only temporarily helpful, because they'll retire at the same time
hospitals need even more nurses to keep up with the
aging population, said study co-author Peter Buerhaus,
associate dean of Vanderbilt University's nursing
school.
The number of foreign-born nurses is sure to continue growing, a trend that hospitals and policy makers
must plan for so that decisions on how to incorporate
and train these workers can be made, said the report,
published in the journal Health Affairs.
The current nursing shortage began in 1998, fueled
by. among other things, longer hours and increasingly
demanding working conditions that caused experienced
nurscs to leave the field.
The government has projected that the nation could

to analyze trends in nursing employment, and found
that hospitals hired 100,000 new nurses last year, a 9
percent increase from 2001. (Nursing employment in
non-hospital settings, such as nursing homes and doctors' offices, dropped almost 1 percent.)
Almost all the new hires were over 50 or foreignborn.
There are several possible reasons for the sudden
jump. Wages for hospital nurses grew by nearly 5 percent last year, providing an incentive for some nurses to
re-enter the field.
A poor economy may have led some nurses back to
work if their spouses had job trouble, Buerhaus added,
noting that married nurses accounted for almost all of
the increase.
Also, hospitals also may have felt pressure to hire
more staff because of media reports that the nursing
shortage was harming patient care, he wrote.
7.,••

Viaiono ot 6usar plums?
Better set that
blood sugar checked.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A December issue of Reader's Digest.
team of researchers working at
Also involved in the study were
Jewish Hospital helped develop a doctors from Medical Center
new technique for heart surgery that Anesthesiologists of Louisville and
may result in less pain and shorter the 1-Flow Corp. of Lake Forest,
hospital stays for patients.
Calif., which developed the pump.
The researchers used a new
The study followed 35 patients
pump to infuse a just-approved local who had open-heart surgery at
anesthetic into the area of the inci- Jewish Hospital. Each had two
"yi
sion.
small catheters implanted near their
e are as excited about this incisions. The catheters were
study as any we've done, because'of attached to the mita)), portable
the number of people it will help," pump, known as the ON-Q Postsaid the study's leader, Dr. Rob Operative Pain Relief System.
Dowling, a professor of surgery at__After surgery, some of the
the University of Louisville.
patients received the non-narcotic
If the procedure is widely used, it anesthetic ropivacaine, while others
could save $1.4 billion a year in the got a placebo of saline solution.
United States by shortening hospital Those who received the anesthetic
stays, the researchers said.
required much less of a standard
Surgeons in the U.S. perform narcotic painkiller after surgery than
more than 750,000 heart operations those who got the placebo.
a year. Post-surgical pain is a major
They also experienced less postproblem — not only because of the surgical pain, as measured by a stanpain but also because it can lead to a dard scoring technique.
variety of complications. Among
The U.S. Food and Drug
them are difficulty -breathing and Administration recently approved
pneumonia.
ropivacaine and the pump. The
The study was published in the researchers said hospital costs for
December issue of the Journal of the treated group were 8 percent
Thoracic and
Cardiovascular lower than for the untreated group
Surgery. It will be featured in the because they went home sooner.

HoCidaT Special
(
Present this coupon at the time of I
your appointment to take advantage I
of this special offer
(Offer valid thru 12-31-03)

$39 Eye Exam
EYES & EYEWEAR
Office Hours
Mon -Fri 9 a m.-6 pm
Walk-ins Welcome

Holiday Health extravaganza

Dr Douglas W Payne. Optometrist

(270). 753-5507

506 N 12th
(Next to Los Porloles)
_Iympic Plaza • Murray I
e)

You've depended on Shelter...
maybe it's time they did too.

Saturday, December 6th, 9 a.m. - Noon
Atrium of Doctors Office

Bldg. 2

For 50 years, Western Baptist Hospital
Screenings offered:
has helped you take good care of the most
Blood pressure
precious gift - your health. Join us for a
Blood sugar
Holiday Health Extravaganza, December 6th,
Height & Weight
to take advantage of free health screenings.
Cholesterol
Guests wilt receive a one-day pass to Baptist
:Colorectal
screrning kit Family Fitness and-carTireak with Western
EKG
rhythm
strips
Baptist representatives about our services and
the benefits of our 55Plus program.
Posture

After all these years, prove to
them you really did know
what you were talking about.
Your Shelter agent can help
prepare your new graduate
for what lies ahead.

- Respiratory
Refreshments will be served and door prizes
ven. Parking is available in the parking garage.

O

Massage therapy
Sleep

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Learn more about our newest procedure - Online Registration.

WESTERN BAP+IST HOSPITAL
www.wcsternbaptist.com

111111W

lreating you well

www shelterinsuronce corn

Seek Shelter Today,

Hemorrhoid
teamed
Okay, here is a health topic
that no one wants to talk about
but, apparently more than
525,000
patients a
year are
being treated
for it, and
that topic is
hemorrhoids.
I admit, I
didn't really
want to write
Here's To an article
Your Health about this
By Catherine because this
is one of
Sivills
those medical
. Director of
Marketing & problems that
can be
Planning at
extremely
MCCH
embarrassing.
I would much rather research
information surrounding heart
health or women's health, however; two Murray surgeons, Dr.
Rob Williams, and Dr. Brian
Swain, brought to my,attention
recently the amazilig advances in
treating hemorrhoids.
As I mentioned, over 525,000
people a year are treated for
symptomatic hemorrhoids and of
those people, 10- 20 percent will
require surgical treatment.
"Hemorrhoid procedures have
been the same for 30 years and
this is the first real advance
toward minimally invasive surgery," said Dr. Williams.
The inventive procedure is a
fairly new technique called PPH
(procedure for prolapse and hemorrhoids).
The Jerrn "prolapse" refers to
the condition when the hemorrhoidal tissue enlarges and
descends downward into the anal
canal. Prolapse of-the'tenter-rhoidal tissue, known as "piles,"
is a very common condition, particularly in people over age 50.
Hemorrhoids are actually natural
vascular tissue found in the anal
canal.
With the new PPH, the prolapsed tissue is pulled into a
device that allows the excess tissue to be removed, while the
remaining hemorrhoidal tissue is
stapled. This procedure restores
the hemorrhoidal tissue back to
its original anatomical position.
PPH may sound painful, but
actually patients experience less
pain as compared to conventional
techniques.
Patients also experience a
quicker return to normal activities, compared to those treated
with conventional techniques.
Instead of the sharp pain of conventional hemorrhoidectomy,
patients may feel a dull, but tolerable ache for a few days. In a
recent study, 20 percent of the
patients returned to work one day
after the operation and 99 percent of the patients made a full
recovery within seven days.
Ninety-three percent of patients
required no further therapy for
their hemorrhoids.
"PPH is an innovative technological advance that significantly
reduces the degree and length of
post operative pain for most people," said Dr. Brian Swain of
West Kentucky Surgical, Inc. in
Murray.
In many cases hemorrhoidal
disease can be treated by nonoperative methods. These
include dietary modifications,
topical medications and soaking
in warm water, which temporarily reduce symptoms of pain and
swelling.
In some cases, these steps
will be enough to eliminate the
need for further treatment. In a
certain percentage of cases, however, surgical procedures are necessary to provide satisfactory,
long-term relief.
If you or someone you know
is contemplating surgery because
of painful, irritating hemorrhoids.
there are two Murray surgeons at
MCCH who are performing this
procedure: Dr.Brian Swain of
West Kentucky Surgical, Inc.
(270.753.2444) and Dr. Rob
Williams (270.753.4614).
For a listing of all of the
MCCH physicians, please call 1800-342-MCCH.
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AARP•. A $636M Empire
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By SHARON THEIMER
Associated Press Writer
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
AARP's fight for legislation giving
private insurers a new role in
many
surprised
Medicare
Democrats, but in fact the giant
retiree group has long been in the
health insurance business itself.
In 45 years, AARP has grown
from a program founded to insure
retired teachers to a more than $636
million-a-year empire that pays its
chief executive a half-million-dollar
salary and lends its name to things
such as pharmacy services and
Medicare supplemental insurance,
and discounts for hotel rooms, car
rentals, Shopping and cruises.
• AARP bills itself as an advocacy
group for older Americans, but
draws more than two-thirds of its
income from ventures other than its
$12.50 membership fee. Its lobbying costs, though in the millions of
dollars, are a tiny fraction of its revenue.
Executive director William
Novelli says AARP is part business,
part senior citizens' advocate and
part lobbying group.
"There's no dichotomy in our
minds. If you look at why people
belong to AARP, here's why they
belong. They like the discounts,
they value the products and services
we offer, they like our publications," Novelli said. "But probably
near the very top is the fact that we
speak out on behalf of older
Americans."
AARP began in 1958, years
before the government created
Medicare to provide health care
coverage for older Americans.
Novelli recounts a colorful history. Retired California school principal Ethel Percy Andrus was so
appalled that many educators couldn't afford health insurance in retirement — she reportedly discovered
one living in a chicken coop — that
she formed the National Retired
Teachers Association in 1947. She
approached health insurance companies until she found one willing to
insure her members at an affordable
price.
Looking for more members,
Andrus formed the American
Association of Retired Persons and
expanded the group's offerings to a
range of discounted products and
services, including mail-order pharmacy services.
In the years since, AARP lowered its membership age to 50 and
dropped its original name in favor
of the acronym to reflect its broader
membership. The latest edition of its
magazine features 9 cover photo of
beaming, apparently wrinkle-free
actress Lauren Hutton with the tag
line "Sixty is the new thirty."
AARP even offers motorcycle
insurance for those spry enough to

A representative from the Paducah Office of Kentucky Legal Aid, will
be present at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, located in Murray, to provide legal services for senior citizens needing assistance if a prim' appointment has been made. •
The next scheduled date is Dec. II, at 8:30 am. No fees will be
charged to individuals aged 60 and over in accordance with the Title III
grant regulations.
Services are provided on a somewhat limited basis in civil (non-criminal) law and public benefit cases for qualifying individuals and cases.
If you would like to consult with a legal representative, you will need
to call and make an appointment with the director of the senior citizens
center by noon the day before we are scheduled to be there. If no appointments are made, then a legal representative will not be available.
Kentucky does not certify legal specialties

If you look at why
people belong to
AARP, here's why they
belong. They like the discounts, they value the
products and services we
offer, they like our publications. But probably
near the very top is the
fact that we speak out
on behalf of older
Americans.

Late-stage Alzheimer's drug nears market

— William Novelli
AARP Executive Director
hit the road. A third of its members _
are under 60, one-third 60-69, and
the other third 70 and above.
Aggressive marketing has built
AARP into a 35 million-member
titan. These days, the first greeting
card many Americans get as their
50th birthdays approach comes
from AARP in the form of an invitation to join — whether they consider themselves close to retirement or
not.
"We have a big satellite system
that tracks everybody," Novelli
joked, explaining that the group
trolls for new members by using
public information such as driver's
license records. "Some people are
put off by it. Other people say,'Hey,
let me see those discounts."
Novelli defends his corporate
CE0-.style salary — $458,468 last
year, plus $9,266 for expenses — as
appropriate given the organization's
size. His predecessor, Horace Deets,
has a deferred compensation payout
worth $2.65 million.
Novelli said the AARP plows its
profits into its advocacy and lobbying work, including legal assistance
for the elderly. It is officially nonpartisan and doesn't make campaign
donations.
Nonetheless, the group has
gained enemies in Washington
along the way.
Retired Sen. Alan Simpson, RWyo.,scrutinized the group's profitmaking enterprises while in the
Senate in the mid-1990s, questioning how AARP could be entirely
tax-exempt when it was making
millions. AARP ultimately was
forced to move its business side to a
for-profit, taxable subsidiary called
AARP Services Inc.
Simpson said he joined AARP
when he turned 60,"just to see what
they did."
"I just couldn't believe it.
Everything was about money:'Send
in your dues" Simpson said. "The
advertising wasn't directed to the
little guy. It was how to do. resorts

Legal assistance available
during Dec. 11 stop here

AP Photo

The national headquarters of the AARP is seen Friday in
Washington. In 45 years, AARP, formerly known as the
American Association of Retired Persons, has grown from
a program founded to insure retired teachers to a more
than $636 million-a-year empire that pays its chief executive a half-million-dollar salary and lends its name to things
such as pharmacy services and Medicare supplemental
insurance, and discounts for hotel rooms, cars, shopping
and cruises.
and cruises, and special wheelchairs
and stairs in your home for five
grand."
Simpson tells a different story of
AARP's genesis. His inquiry
revealed it was started by a teacher
and "a defrocked insurance peddler"
who thought they could make
money on retiree insurance, he said:
"And boy, they did."
Simpson is skeptical of the
AARP's declaration that it doesn't
know whether its health insurance
and prescription drug businesses
will be helped, hurt or both by the
Medicare bill. The recently
approved measure, which President
Bush is ready to sign, will provide a

S

Medicare prescription drug benefit
and give private insurers a new role.
"I never saw the AARP do anything that would hurt their business," Simpson said.
AARP's member health insurance program, administered with
major insurance companies United
Healthcare and MetLife, reaped at
least $161 million for AARP last
year, its financial reports show.
Novelli said AARP considered
the Medicare bill good public policy, and that its own health care ventures weren't a factor. AARP's push
for the bill so angered some in the
group that thousands have canceled
their memberships.

By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
(AP)
WASHINGTON
advanced
Americans
with
Alzheimer's disease may soon be
able to try the first drug that promises to ease late-stage symptoms.
Advisers to the Food and Drug
Administration are recommending
approval of a drug called memantine, long used in Germany and
eagerly awaited by U.S. families
who have exhausted other options.But, despite a unanimous vote,
the advisers cautioned that they're
not sure just how much benefit
memantine actually offers, and worried it could give false hope to families of the most severely ill.
"The entire committee has certain concerns," said the panel's
chairwoman, Dr. Claudia Kawas of
the University of California. Irvine.
When it comes to benefits for the
most severe Alzheimer's patients,
"I'm very unimpressed," added Dr.
Roger Packer, a neuroscientist in
Washington.
Still, if the FDA ultimately
approves the drug, memantine
would become the first drug specifi.cally designated to treat moderateto-severe Alzheimer's. The nation's
four other Alzheimer's medications
temporarily ease symptoms during
early stages of the disease.
In addition. memantine works on
a different brain chemical than those
other medications, meaning doctors
might, for the first time, prescribe

combinations of drugs in hopes ot
-better results.
The FDA is notbound by its
advisers' recommendations but typically follows them.
Used in Germany for two
decades, memantine won Europewide approval to treat advanced
Alzheimer's last year. Some U.S.
families already try to buy overseas
supplies via the Internet. The drug's
U.S._marketer, Forest Laboratories,
-Says it receives over 1,000 calls a
month -from people desperate to buy
it in this country.
"These are priceless moments
regained," said Barry Cooper of
Arlington, Va., who told the FDA
panel that his wife, Linda, talks
more and regained some small skills
since -starting memantine bought
abroad.
"Every month can count," he
added, urging that FDA act quickly.
Memantine is not miraculous,
even company-affiliated researchers
acknowledged. But it can help stabilize patients so that they maintain
certain functions for a few months
longer, said Dr. Pierre Tariot of the
University of Rochester, who led
one of the critical studies.
As an example, he said memantine gave some patients the ability to
go to the toilet independently for six
more months, "and that's very
important."
It is not known if memantine
might help in earlier stages of
Alzheimer's.
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Hazel Antique District Presents

Christmas
Open (House
Saturday, Dec. 6
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

(or two-Of-a -kin(!!'

Come visit the unique shops of Hazel during our
annual Christmas Open House this Saturday.
From one-of-a-kind antiques to new gifts for the
home & garden, you'll find a distinctive array of
items in Hazel's famous downtown district.

let Us Help You With Your Holiday Shopping
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
,• Haircare• Massage Therapy •Facials• Sugaring
• Manicures•Pedkures
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Concept Salon
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National Guard celebrates Veteran's Day at Calloway schools

Photo provided

Melissa Green, right, board member of the Alumni and
Associates of Calloway County Schools presents Calla
Murdock, middle, and Kara Kelso a check to help support the
new club, Future Educators of America at CCHS.

November 11, 2003, Americans
celebrated the 50th anniversary of
Veteran's_ Day.
Communities,
schools, and students across the
country honored. the men and
women who protect our country.
The story was no different here in
Calloway County Schools.
During school-wide assemblies,
small flag ceremonies, and classroom lessons, students learned to
appreciate the significance of our
veterans.
At Calloway County Middle
School, students gathered for a
morning assembly to "Celebrate
Freedom." The program included
musical selections by the CCMS
choirs and band, a play presented by
the Speech team, readings about different branches of the Armed
Forces, and a backdrop painted by
the CCMS Art Club. The assembly
also included a faculty choir singing
the National Anthem.
At Calloway County High
School, a school-wide program honored staff members who served in
the armed forces. The Laker Band
performed the National Anthem and
a medley of theme songs from each
branch of military. Principal Yvette

JACOB WADE/CCMS 8th grade student

Members of the Murray National Guard and other local veterans were honored this morning at
Calloway County Middle School as part of their veteran's day assembly.
Pyle also honored three students
already enlisted to serve their country when they graduate high school.
Pyle expressed her gratitude and

respect to the veterans of our country"As much as I love assemblies
congratulating our sports teams,"

Pyle said. "Today's assembly is
probably more important than any
we'll ever hold."

Schools are switching to
four-day week to save money
DIXON, Ky.(AP) — Webster County High senior
Zach Cato spends his Mondays mowing lawns and
watching football game films. He is not cutting class —
he is taking advantage of his school district's move to a
four-day week.
"The only ones who are complaining are the ones
who don't want to be here at all," the 17-year-old Cato
says.
By using the shortened schedule,the district of 1,900
students in this' western Kentucky farming and coal
mining region hopes to save about 2 percent of its annual spending — or $200,000 — on bus service, substitute
teachers and._utilities. Itis_the firstdistrict in Kentucky
to.go to four days.
Mostly rural school systems in at least 10 other states
have made the switch to save money: Arizona.
Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico,
Oregon, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyoming,

according to a 2002 survey by the National School
Boards Association.
"It's the easiest way to cut to get a quick result fast,
to get more money," said Linda Embrey, a spokeswoman for the association.
The verdict is still out on whether students perform
as well, and whether schools save enough money to justify the switch. But Webster County Assistant
Superintendent Rachel Yarbrough said it appears to be a
success here so far in its first year.
Students are encouraged to make dentist's and doctor's appointments on their Mondays off, so that they
miss fewer classes. Another benefit to having no school
on Monday is that teachers have more time for planning
and faculty meetings, said Webster County High
Principal Carolyn Sholar.
And the students "really feel like they're not as
burned out," Sholar said.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8. Times Photo

Murray High School senior Chris Bradley talks about previous work experiences with Donna
Apple of Shoney's Inn during MHS Senior Interview Day recently. Business managers and
owners from throughout the Murray area donated their time to help graduating seniors hone
their skills for job interviews they will face in the coming years.

CCHS Chemistry team places first at Murray competition

Photo provided

Students in Vanessa Conner and Darlene Brumley's preschool classroom celebrated a
Thanksgiving Feast. Students dressed as pilgrims and Indians just like the first Thanksgiving
feast. Parents, grandparents, and friends were invited to share in the meal. The preschool
food service staff served turkey. dressing. rolls, corn, cranberry sauce, and sweet potatoes.
Students in the class have been studying about why we celebrate Thanksgiving.

The Calloway County Chemistry Team placed first
at the Murray State Chemistry Competition. Calloway
County was among eighteen schools from three states
represented at the competition. According to coach
Jeremy Krug, this is the best finish Calloway has ever
had in 33 years of competing in this tournament. Last
year, Calloway County placed second in this competition.
Of the seven individual awards given, Calloway

clinched three of them. Jamie Locke, a senior,
received the 2nd place individual award; Jonathan
Frederick, a junior, placed 4th. Both were awarded
scholarships to attend Murray State and a cash award.
Sam Johnston, a junior, placed 2nd in the "first-year
chemistry student" division. He received g cash
award.
The competition consists of 60-question tests in different divisions.

Murray Rotary Club's
22nd Annual Country Ham Breakfast
Saturday, Dec. 6 - 6 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. - Pagliars Restaurant

k The Halls...

Tickets are S5 each

Our Promise to Our Patients:

Quality Care

or...and the tree...
decorations yule need
this seas tareat the Red Barn.

When it comes to eyecare, we set a standard
in quality that aims to exceed your
expectations. Our team works together to-bring
this level ofcare to each and every patient.
•Eye Disease Diagnosis and Treatment
*Laser Vision Surgery Consultation
•Prescription Lenses and Sunglasses
*Budget & Designer Frames
•24-Hour Emergency Care

(bay_
17/9
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:43d043NYZ

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams

759-2500
308 S. 12th St.• Murray
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Horses getting lawmakers' attention
The spotlight on issues facing R-Georgetown, co-chair of the horse industry in Kentucky," Thayer
Kentucky's horse industry may be Subcommittee on Horse Farming. said."We've got to make sure we're
brighter than usual when the "But there are cracks in some parts competitive with other states. As a
General Assembly's 2004 legisla- of the industry that our competitors first step, I've already prefiled a bill
tive session begins in January.
in other states are trying to take to eliminate .the sales tax on stud
For the past six months, a new advantage off."
fees in Kentucky that no other state
legislative subcommittee devoted
One issue that has come to the requires. I've also prefiled a bill to
exclusively to horse-related issues forefront of the committee's discus- eliminate the sales tax on feed,fenchas been exploring ways to ensure sions is whether the state's tax struc- ing and farm equipment that horse
that Kentucky doesn't lose its spot ture encourages some horse owners farmers pay but cattle, goat, alpaca
as the world's horse capital.
to keep their stock in other states. and chicken farmers don't pay."
The subcommittee's work has For example, someone from another
Besides taxes, another major
generated discussions ranging from state who purchases a yearling in concern of the subcommittee has
whether Kentucky could do more to Kentucky would have to pay the been whether the purse structures at
boost horse-related tourism to state sales tax if the horse isn't soon Kentucky's horse tracks are competwhether the state's tax structure is moved out of the state. That essen- itive
with
other
states.
encouraging some owners to move tially creates an incentive for own- Subcommittee members have also
their horses to other states.
ers to take their horses to farms in collected testimony on Rare
"We know the horse industry in other states, some lawmakers say.
Reproductive Loss Syndrome, the
"I've been fairly vocal in my labor supply for horse farms and
Kentucky is strong. We're still number one," said Sen. Damon Thayer, opposition to the way we tax the efforts to build upon tourism.

AP Photo
Deborah King, left, cuts the bottom from a Christmas tree as her brother Jerry, second
from left,drags another tree from the rows at Santa's Choice Christmas Tree Farm in Florence, Miss., Friday. The Kings, who have been coming to the Christmas tree farm for the
past five years, chose a 12 foot Leland Cypress.

The Clydesdales
jiIre Coming To Murray!

Christmas tree farmers hope for good winter
By The Associated Press
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — All farmers watch the
weather, but for Christmas tree farmers the weather vigil
is intensified because their selling season is squeezed
between Thanksgiving and December 25.
"We just have this small window of opportunity,"
said Debra Marolt, a teacher and owner with her husband, Mike, of the 5-acre Pine Mountain Tree Farm in
Corinth. "If the weather is bad and people get ready to
put up their trees, they'll pull into Marvin's or L,owe's or
Wal-Mart and just throw one in the trunk."
The good news for tree farmers who sell direct to
consumers is that the economy has strengthened in
recent months. Unemployment is down in Mississippi
and nationally, and retail industry analysts say shoppers
are more in the mood to spend money this year than last.
"I think The economy is better and I think people will
come out and buy," said Mike Marolt, who hopes to sell
300 to 350 of his Leyland cypress, Carolina Sapphire
and Scotch pine trees this holiday season, about the
same as last year.
More good news for tree farmers: Industry overcrowding combined with competition from chain stores
selling both real and artificial trees has thinned the ranks
of farmers, giving those still standing some growing
room. In Mississippi and Louisiana, the number of tree
growers declined from a peak of about 600 in the mid1980s to about 80 today.
"Our business is getting better because so many people are finding it's hard work," said Ben Moseley, owner
with his wife, Jane, of two 45-acre tree farms in
Florence where more than 3,000 trees are tagged for sale
this season. "Our main competition is Wal-Mart."

More critical to tree farmers than competition from
Wal-Mart — chain stores sold 21 percent of all
Christmas trees last year — is the fact that, increasingly,
people choose fake trees over the real thing.
In 1990, of the 70 million trees sold, about half were
real trees. By 2002, 70 percent of the 79.53 million trees
sold were artificial, according to the National Christmas
Tree Association.
"They're making them nicer now,and they even have
them decorated," said Al Acosta, who says the popularity of artificial Christmas trees is hurting business at his
30-acre Childrens Christmas Tree Forest in Carriere in
Pearl River County.
But Christmas tree farms are increasingly Americans'
top choice as the place to buy a tree. In 2002, 35 percent
of real trees were bought at tree farms, compared to 19
percent in 1996.
Tree farmers increase their chances Of making a sale
by offering things that stores can't.
At the Marolt farm in northeast Mississippi, the five
acres are shared with horses, geese and ducks, a fishstocked pond and a flock of turkeys that frequently wander over from a neighbor's land.
Acosta's tree farm in south Mississippi — besides
9,000 acres of varieties of pine and cedar — has a pumpkin patch, fish pond, hayrides and free Easter Egg hunts
for the children of those who buy a Christmas tree.
"We say we're selling memories," said Moseley,
whose central Mississippi property offers sleigh rides
and farm tours and has a gift shop and petting zoo.
"The kids on the tours, they say they didn't know
trees grew. They thought you got them at Wal-Mart," he
said.

Don't miss the magnificent Budweiser Clydesdale Eight-Horse
Hitch! Your entirefamily will enjoy watching the perfectly
matched team pulling a bright red Budweiser wagon. It's a
sound and sight that every American shouldeiPerience!

Don't Forget Murray Rotary Club's 22nd Annual
Country Ham Breakfast
Saturday, December 6•6 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
Pagliai's Restaurant - 970 Chestnut Street
Tickets are $5.00 each
Breakfast includes: Country Ham or Sausage, Eggs, Biscuits and Gravy and Coffee

The Clydesdales will appear..
Murray Rotary Parade

Agriculture development board OK's money to MSU Foundation
The Kentucky Agricultural
Development Board approved
to
Murray
State
$257,995
University Foundation, Inc. for the
development of demonstration/education sites.
This proposal was one of the39
totaling
$3,816,778
projects,
approved
at
the
November
Agricultural Development Board
Meeting.
Murray
State
University
Foundation, Inc. was approved for
$5,000 in Calloway County, $5,000
in Christian County and $247,995 in
State Agricultural Development
funds to develop demonstration/
education sites to assist the
Agricultural
Diversification

Enhancement Alliance.
Primary partners of the alliance
include Kentucky West Nursery,
Purchase
Area
Aquaculture
Cooperative, Western Kentucky
Dark-Fired Tobacco Association,
Cattlemen's Associations, public
high school agriculture programs
with greenhouses and the Murray
State
University
School
of
Agriculture.
The specific initiatives of the
project
include:
Horticulture
Enhancement,
Aquaculture
Cattle
Enhancement,
Beef
Production Enhancement, and
Agricultural Diversification Model
Program Enhancement.
Kentucky's Legislature has made

Pets of the Week

a historic effort to diversify away
from tobacco production while revitalizing the farm economy by investing 50 percent of Kentucky's Master
Settlement Agreement into the
Kentucky Agricultural Development
Fund.
Since the inception of the program in January 2001, the
Agricultural Development Board
has approved over 1400 proposals
committing over $155 million to an
array of county, regional, and state
projects designed to increase net
farm income and create sustainable
new farm-based business enterprises.
For more information 762-6911.

Saturday, December 6, 2003•10:00 a.m.
and

Expo Center • College Farm Road
Sunday, December 7, 2003•1:30-4:30 p.m.
Admission isfree

RIC RI,OINTOtiT
-- R0onis

Furniture & Accessory Outlet

t.

Chairs
Mattress
Sets

UP FOR ADOPTION...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane, has listed this 3-month-old female
Lab/Chow mix, left, and this 4-month-old female Beagle mix for
adoption. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday,
through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday. For information
call 759-4141.

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Life Insurance
• Farmers
• Automobiles
• Health (Group & Individual
• Homeowners
• Workers Compensation
• Commercial
• Medicare Supplements
• Botids
• Long-Term Care
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

SAVE

pictLireS

Occasional
Tables
Bakers
Racks

50% to 80%
Sofas
Accent
Rugs

MANY THINGS BELOW COST
Entertainment
Centers

FURNITURE &
ACCESSORY OUTLET
308 East Main Street • Murray, KY • 753-3322
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
oto
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
AdverMers are requested to cheOi the first
maroon of thaw ads kit any error Murray
Ledger & Times MI be responsible tor orgy one
incorrect insertion My OM shook, be reported
rnmedaters so corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday

Saturday .

Fri

11 a.m.

Mon. 11 a.m.

Mon. 5 p.m.
............._Wed. 11 a.m.

Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

All real estate advertised herein is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it Aga!to advertise any preference. lire
itatiun or discruninabon based on race. color. religwn.sex. handicap
familial status or national origin or intention to make any such pier
entities, lurwations oriinennunanon
State laws torbid discnrrunation in the sale rental or adxeresing or
real estate based on factors in addition to mon-protected under lid
eral law
NV will knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in
violation of the 1.1w All persons are herby informed that all
dwellings adverhsed are available on an equal opportunits basis
For further resistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Warn,
i"ttil MS ',000

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
100
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 .1.6 Must Kun Klthin 0 buy P071.1 0

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE E21)13 LINE 1112 AND 11 WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBS1TE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
1 1NE AVIS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2 7S extra tor Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guido $2 SO extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.03-CI-00055

DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE DESCRIBED
PROPERTY BY DEED DATED AUGUST 12, 1998, IN BOOK 293, Page
291, IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
COURT.
PLAINTIFF,

INTERBAY FUNDING, L.L.C.
VS..
NOTICE OF SALE

Eurie Garland Real Estate
PARCEL A
TRACT 1

DWAYNE HALE,JANICE HALE,
HALE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GMC, INC.,
SOUTHERN MISSOURI FEED INGREDIENTS,INC.,
THE FEDERAL MATERIALS COMPANY,INC.,
SEAY OIL COMPANY, INC.,
RUDOLPH'S INC.,
PLT, INC., a/lt/a PEOPLES LAND TITLE COMPANY,
US BANCORP AG CREDIT, INC., d/k/a FBS AG CREDIT, INC.,
JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION,
EASTERN LIVESTOCK CO., LLC,
FALDER'S INC.,
DEFENDANTS
TREASURER OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on September 23, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Monday, December 8, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Hale Property Real Estate
A certain parcel of land lying in Calloway County, Kentucky, and a part of the
Northwest Quarter of Section 10, Township 3, Range 4 East and bounded as
follows viz:
Beginning at the Northwest corner of yard; thence South with Spring Street
to Wadesboro and Dexter Road; thence East with said road to Wades Creek;
thence with meanders of said creek to Section Line; thence North with said
line to county line; thence West with county line to rock at A. Fulon's line;
thence Southwest with meanders of hill to beginning, containing 60 acres,
more or less.
A 11.4 acre tract of land located approximately 1-1/2 miles Southwest of
Hardin, near the Wadesboro Community of Calloway County and more particularly described as: Beginning at the Northwest corner of the property herein conveyed, said corner being a steel pin set in the East right of way of the
Tucker Road at the Southwest corner of the Hardie Lee Jackson property;
thence North 78°23' East, 809.74 feet along the Calloway/Marshall line to an
iron pin at the Northeast corner of the property herein conveyed; thence South
1°37' East, 576.69 feet along the meanders of an existing fence to a point in the
fence; thence South 49°07' West, 95.5 feet along the meanders of the existing
fence to a point in the fence; thence South 66'03' West, 420.3 feet along the
meanders of the fence to an iron pin set in the fence in the East right of way
of a 66' wide public road; thence following the meanders of an existing fence
when projected on a straight line North 58'26' West, 433.99 feet to an iron pin
set in the East right of way of the Tucker Road; thence North 2°17' East,
419.77 feet along the East right of way of the 'Ricker Road, to the point of
beginning.
LESS AND EXCEPT that tract of land conveyed by deed from Dwayne Hale
and wife, Janice Hale to Clifford Eugene Loe and wife, June Irene Loe of
record in Book 255, Page 747 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
being further described as follows:
Being 10.00 acres of land and being a portion of this land described in Deed
Book 214, Page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
lying on the North side of Washer Road (66' R/W) approximately 921' East of
the intersection of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in Calloway
County, Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a found iron pin and cap at the Southwest corner of this tract,
said iron pin being located South 89'27'31" East 919.81'from a set P.K. nail in
the intersection of Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road; thence North
02'39'42" East 849.22' to a found iron pin and cap at the Northwest corner of
this tract; thence with a severance line and the North line of this tract South
87°59'18" East 510.06'to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the Northeast corner
of this tract; thence South 02'39'42" West 858.94' along the East line of this
tract and a severance line to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at a Southeast corner of this tract and on the North line of Washer Road; thence North 87'59'18"
West 510.04' along the North line of said road to the point of beginning. This
property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any.
LESS AND EXCEPT that tract of land conveyed by deed from Dwayne Hale
and Janice Hale to Billy W. Winebarger and wife, Joy Winebarger dated
September 27, 1996 and of record in Book 238, Page 706 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office and being further described as follows:
Being 10.00 acres of land (Tract 2) and being a portion of that land described
in Deed Book 214, page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office and lying on the North side of Washer Road (66' R/W) approximately
100' East of the intersection of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in
Calloway County, Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a set iron pin and cap #2345 on the North right of way line of
Washer Road (33' North of centerline) and being located North 87'02'46" East
389.63' from a set P.K. nail at the intersection of Washer Road and Robert
Jackson Road; thence North 020 00'42" East 272.37' with a severance line to a
set iron pin and cap #2345; thence South 87'59'18" East 30.00'to a set iron pin
and cap #2345; thence North 02'00'42" East 566.67' to a set iron- pin and cap
#2345 at the Northwest corner of this tract; thence South 87°59'18" East
510.98'along the North line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the
Northeast corner of this tract; thence South 02'39'42" West 849.22' along the
East line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap *2345 on the North line of.
Washer Road; thence North 86'53'48" West 531.44' along the North line or
Washer Road to the point of beginning.
This description includes a portion of the Town of Wadesboro per plat of
record. This property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any.
DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY BY DEED FROM GLENN R. VANLCX)N AND WIFE, JOY L. VAN
LOON,DATED MAY 30, 1995, OF RECORD IN BOOK 214 Page 514 IN THE
OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT.

Beginning at a stake in Section line 615 feet West of the Northeast corner of
the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2, Range 4, East; thence south
62 rods 5 feet to a stake in the property line of Bogard; thence West parallel
with Section line and with property line of Bogard, 68-1/2 rods to a stake;
thence North 62 rods 5 feet to a stake in the Section line; thence East with section line 68-1/2 rods to the point of beginning.

VISA

Notice

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

TRACT 2
30 acres off ofthe South end of the following described lands a part of Sections
14 and 15 Township 2, Range 4 East, and being a part of the Joseph Bogard
Estate and being a part of Lot No. 3 of said estate bounded as follows:

THE BOOK RACK

Beginning at the North west corner of said lot is said division; thence North
81-1/2 degrees West 68-1/2 poles to a stake; thence South 6 degrees 22.2 poles
to a rock; thence South 81-1/2 degrees East 68-1/2 poles to a rock; thence
North 6 degrees West 22.2 poles to the beginning. Also a part of Lot No. 4 in
said division and beginning at the Northwest corner of Lot No. 3 in said division; thence North 6 degrees West 30 poles to a rock; thence East 28-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 57 poles to a rock; thence South 81
degrees West 68 poles to the beginning.

Gift Items and Gift Certificates

Also another part of Lot No. 3 in said division; beginning 22.2 poles South of
the Northwest corner of said lot; thence North 81-1/2 degrees East 68-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 29 poles to a rock; thence South 81-1/2
degrees West 69 poles to a rock; thence North 6 degrees West 29 poles to the
beginning. Also another portion of Lot No..4 ofsaid division of lands beginning
at a rock 30 poles North of the Southwest corner of said lot; thence North 6
degrees West 51.2 poles to a rock; thence North 882 degrees East 68-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 24 poles to a rock; thence South 81-1/2
degrees West 40 poles to the beginning, containing 16 acres and 115 poles, the
land above described being 56-2/3 acres EXCEPT 26-1/2 acres off the North
side leaving a balance conveyed in this deed 30 acres, bounded on South by
Paul Bailey, R.C. Outland, and J. Vance on west by Z. Thurmond and D.
Futrell, and North Cecil Fitts and C. Vance; on the East by Rex Byars.

New Non-Fiction Books

We order new books

(20% DISCOUNT),
519 A S. 12th St.
753-4821

The Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc.
tne Of The Nations Oldest Arms Collectors Association Presents

THE PADUCAH, KY

GUN & KNIFE SHOW
DECEMBER 6-7, 2003
Saturday,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday,9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Executive Inn

PARCEL B

Expo Center

Exactly 30 acres off of the West end of a tract of land see deed book 100 page
113. Said 30 acres described as beginning at Thy Lenning present N E corner;
thence East with center of the Union Grove Church road for a distance of
1288.2 feet to a stake in the center of said road; thence South for a distance of
1015 feet to a stake; thence West for a distance of 1288.2 feet to a stake in
present East property line of Thy Lenning; thence North along said Lenning
line for a distance of 1015 feet to a stake the point of beginning.
Less and except that tract of land situated in the City of Murray, County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section
15, Township 2, Range 4 East, and being Tract I of Minor Subdivision Plat of
Dwayne Hale and Janice Hale property of record in Plat Book 30, Page 33,
Slide 2849, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar(w/cap #3175)set in the South line of Poor
Farm Road, located approximately 1,150' West of the centerline of the
Southbound lane of U.S. Highway 641, being the Northwest corner of the
Theodore L. Vaughn property (Deed Book 152, Card 1483), and the Northeast
corner of Tract I described herein; thence with an existing fence and the West
line of said Vaughn, and the West line of the W.O.W. Youth Camp property
(Deed Book 164, Card 1441), South 02'00'03" West 983.75' to a 1" diameter
iron pipe found, the Southeast corner of the approximate location of the Poor
Farm Cemetery, and the Southeast corner of Tract I; thence still with an existing fence, South 87'02'06" West, passing through a 1" diameter iron pipe found
at 49.50'(the Northeast corner of the Wallace Jobe property, Deed Book 151,
Card 458), and a #4 rebar found at an additional 787.79'(the Northwest corner of said Jobe property), for a distance of 1,428.65' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
(w/cap #3175) set in the East line of a proposed 60' wide street; thence with
the East line of said proposed street, North 00'33'21" West 965.53' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar (w/cap #3175)set, the beginning of a curve to the right having
a radius of 25.00'; thence along the arc of said curve, and arc distance of 38.37'
the chord of which bears North 43°24'34" East 34.71' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
(w/cap #3175) set in the South line of Poor Farm Road; thence 30' from and
parallel to the centerline of Poor Farm Road, North 87°22'23" East 1,448.26'to
the point of beginning.
This tract contains 32.7831 acres but is subject however to the Poor Farm
Cemetery situated in the approximate Southeast corner of Tract I described
herein and any easement as shown on the plat of record.
DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY BY DEED FROM EURIE GARLAND AND WIFE, MARY IRENE
GARLAND, DATED MARCH 11, 1998, IN BOOK 279, PAGE 292, IN THE
OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT.
The Master Commissioner shall first sell the Hale Property Real Estate, the Hale
Development Real Estate, separately and then together as a whole and whichever
method of sale shall produce the higher aggregate bid shall be accepted as the controlling sale thereof(the "First Sale Bid"). If the First Sale Bid shall not produce sufficient proceeds to p:iy the full amount of Interbay's judgment (Including all debt,
interest, cost, expenses and attorney's fees) then immediately thereafter, the Master
Commissioner shall sell the Eurie Garland Real Estate as a whole (the "Second Sale
Bid").
The amount of the judgment to be satisfied by the sale of these properties is
$2,212,903.84 plus interest at the legal rate of 12 percent per annum from date of
judgment(September 22, 2003) until paid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with the purchaser
to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash, together with bond for the remainder of the purchase price, with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 11th day of November, 2003.

Hale Development Real Estate

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Lot 14, Lot 19, and Tract 2A of the Hale Development Company Property as
shown on a plat of record at Plat Book 27, Page 66, Slide 2582, in the Office of
the Calloway County Clerk.
•
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INC The Midwest's Top Traders.
Be there as they return with their great display of
Knives • Guns • Coins • Ammo • Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment
• And Much More To

BUY • SELL • TRADE
BETSY'S Hallmark in
Benton is closing! Retirement sale Quitting business. 408 East 12th St.
Benton, KY. Everything
must go!! Betsy is retiring

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
s

050
Lost and Found

I

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Twin Lakes
Antique Mall
Two miles south of
Ky. Dam Village
State Park on
Hwy. WI is having a
Christmas

Open (House
Dec. 6• 10-5 p.m.
Dec. 7• 12-5 p.m.
Lots of
Christmas sales
and refreshments
Registerfor a $50
gift certificate.

060
Help Wanted
FULL & Part time day &
night positions now available at Subway of Murray.
.Please apply within. No
phone calls please.
FULL time Manager position. Management position
now available for a national food chain in Murray
Please send a resume to
90 Meadowbrook. Benton,
KY 42025.

HAMILTON-RYKER is currently accepting applica362-2218
tions for positions in the
Paris. Murray and Dover
areas. First, second, third
! and weekend shifts availaNerd ill plari• an ad.
ble. Good work history and
be
will
we
Ca// us
screen required. Apdrug
glad to help.
ply at 412 Tyson Ave. Paris, TN. For more intormaMurray Ledger & Times
tion call (731) 644-2373 or
270-753-1916
(270) 759-0650.

Education Instructor
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has an
immediate opening for a part-time education
instructor. Individual would be responsible for
coordinating and instructing educational programs for hospital staff. This position will work
closely with the Education/PI Manager.
Requirements include current Kentucky RN
licensure, Bachelor's degree, as well as ACLS
and BLS certifications. Qualified applicants
may submit a resume or complete an application at Jackson Purchase Medical Center's
Human Resources Department, 1099 Medical
Center Circle, Mayfield, KY 42066. Fax #270251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D

PUBLIC AUCTION

060

060

Help Wanted

r

PUBLIC AUCTION

ESTATE AUCTION
ABSOLUTE yREAL
- Sold to the highest bidder
Opportunit

COMMERCIAL REAL

Thursday, Dec. 4, 2003 • 4:30 p.m.

Saturday. December 6• 12:21 p.m.

Auction site will be China House Restaurant - 406 N.
12th Street, Murray, KY.
Property consists of Lots 490 and 491 in unit 3 of Crappie
Hollow plat as recorded in the records of Calloway Co. KY.
Currently rented with tenants provided notice of auction and
30 day notice of termination. Mr. Marshall Padgett lives out
of state.and wishes to liquidate this KY holding.

Help Wanted

0 FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound ofSelling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY 800-631-1885
www.farrisauction.com
wdanOldd.net
Not reeponsable for acculenta ttanounceidenta day of salt take precedence over all prInted matenal

PUBLIC AUCTION

Business
Opportunity

Interviewing and
taking applications
at the Krystal
Restaurant Site
1100 Chestnut St.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Dec. 4, 5 & 6
from 11-2 p.m.
Fax resume to
731-660-5102
24 Hr. Operation

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Mon. & Wed.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thurs.
10 a.m. -12 p.m.
& 2-4 p.m.
Light Industrial.
Apply in person at

PURYEAR, TN
Auction held on property located on
Puryear and Murray Hwy. 641 N in the
North Edge of Puryear City Limits.
BANKRUPTCY AUCTION
Hendon Properties, A Partnership,
Bankruptcy Case No. 02-11570

100

MODERN TRUCKING FACILITY
SELLING ABSOLUTE
14,200 SO. FT. COMMERCIAL
BUILDING & 5.5 ACRES

40X40 Shop or storage
building for rent $250 a
month. One year lease required. Call 270-489-2525
120

Articles
For Sale
TELEVISION, 60 Inch Hi
tachi ultra vision, rear projection, purchase price$4,000.00, has been trouble-free, has excellent picture, asking sale price$650.00. Reason for selling: To buy new T.V. May
be reached at: 753-2651
until 8:00 p.m.
WYNN vehicle air condimachine,
tioning
recovery/recharge/recycle
system. $2,500 OBO.
Sears two stage two cylinder 80 gallon air compressor. $700 OBO. 753-7879
OR 731) 247-3050.

^4
•ii

Computers

Appliances

.-*

••

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

2 adjustable beds, 1 new
mattress $200 other one
$100 759-9404

Entry Hall to Reception Area & 5 Private Offices and
Sitting Room w/Gas Log Fireplace. Nicely Decorated
wffle, Paneled & Sheetrock Interior, Kitchen Area,
Central Heat & Air Conditioning. Ladies & Men's
Restrooms. 2 Large Offices for Multiple Desks Living
Quarters Extension on Rear of Building w/Living
Room & Bedroom, Nicely Decorated w/Sheetrock &
Paneled Walls, Carpeting & Bay Window.
Shop Area Features Finished Room for Trucker's
Lounge Room. (5) Drive Thru Bays w/Chain Driven
Overhead Doors (1) 16' x 14', (4) 12' x 14'. (5)
Overhead Doors on Rear, (1) 16'x14', (4) 12' x 14'.
(2) Sterling Radiator Style Natural Gas Heaters.
Drive Thru Wash Bay, Parts Room & Repair at North
End of Building. Loft Area for Storage over Lounge &
Office Area. Shop Restroom. 6' Chain Link Security
Fence & Cantilever Security Gates. 8' x 8' Guard
Building, Gravel Parking.
GREAT LOCATION - MODERN BUILDINGS LONG FRONTAGE SUITABLE FOR
RETAIL BUSINESS. SERVICE INDUSTRY OR
BUSINESS REQUIRING OFFICES,
SHOP AREA & LARGE CONTROLLED PARKING
OR STORAGE AREA
12 MILES NORTH OF PARIS,
12 MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY
Pre Auction Inspection Invited. Call (731)587-4244

newt
like
BOWFLEX
$1000 Call 437-4795

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 20% Down day of auction.
Balance due within 30 days upon delivery of Deed.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC base board,
heaters, air conditioners,
refrigerators, used carpeting 753-4109
WANTED: 110 apartment
size dryer. 761-1604
150
Articles
For Sale

CEDAR Bird feeders and
houses. Also bat, butterfly,
ect. Moving soon, selling
final inventory and display
items. 206 & 208 E. Poplar, one block east 4th &
Poplar. 753-6467 or 7487266

A 10% Buyer's Premium will be
added to final bid of each item to determine total
selling price on Real Estate.
Come See Us: www.alexanderauctions.com
For more information or brochure, calk

CHRISTMAS Special Free
DVD player while supplies
last w/purchase of Wolff
Tanning Bed. Payments
from $25/mo. Free color
catalog 1-888-839-5160

Domestic & Childcare

LARGE outdoor Christmas
display items, lights, cords.
etc $350 753-5644

D'S Housecleaning 7533802

150

HURSDAY + DECEMBER 11 + 10 A.M.

People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th St.,
Murray
The Village Office
Complex

CLEANING houses is my
business. Call Linda 7599553

QUEEN size brass canopy
bed no mattress or box
springs Two brass night
stands $275 492-8889

Alexander
Auctions & Real Estate Sales
NI.trt in F. 11tAirndrr.(.11 1ficlienerr II 9: III 1117
IN 35237 - Office i 7311 510-4241
2.0,1 I niwrioU Simi %brim

Check us out on the web!

65,000 BTU Nat. gas hea
stove. $125 OBO. 7590834.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
WHIRLPOOL Washer &
Gas Dryer. $325 OBO
753-7879 or (731) 2473050
160
Home Furnishings
BEIGE Sectional Sleeper
Sofa, Pink Velvet Couch
$250 Coffee & end tables
$125 Acoustic Dynamic
Stereo System $75 Antique lames $115 753-4647
210

FIREWOOD season oak
or Hickory. 753-5476
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
14X60 2BR, 1 bath, C/H/A
Call 753-0462
1989 Fleetwood double
wide 3BR 2 bath Call after
4pm 731-247-3151 or 270492-8061
94' Fleetwood Reflections
2BA.
2BR,
14X70,
C/HG/A, all appliances included $14,3040 firm Call
792-4924 or 293-3072 before 2:30pm and/or leave
voice mail anytime.
98' Fleetwood Sunpoint
16X80 MH, elite location.
3BR, 2BA, C/HG/A. 1 owner, like new $27500 Call
after 5pm 753-1624
99 Doublewide like new
1.9 acres 1 9 acres Coleman RE 759-4118

1

yø1Ui3UIIA

y

Just compare....
save money & time!

*4•
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MURRAY

AEDGERINTIMES

Wisbing only The best
for oar readers,
advertisers, ti
patrons This
botiday season.
front: Tbe staff or the

Your Greeting
will Include
Full Process
eolor!

Actual size of ad

lArish all of yaw customers,
patrons and friends a
Merry ehrisunas
without buybrig the cards,
writing the notes,
licking the envelopes,
and getting the stamps.

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Apartments For Rent

free
1BR
standing,
$250/month, $300 security
270-474-2520
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days
lem n RF 759-4118
2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath with
garage. All appliances including washer & dryer.
$450 month plus deposit.
753-4108
WE MOVE
2 bedroom duplexes. ApMOBILE HOMES
pliances furnished. Call
293-6968
Double Wides &
2 BR 1 Bath with carport,
Single Wides
central G/H/A. 1 year
lease, 1 mo. deposit, no
pets 753-2905
280
2, 2BR apts Northwood &
Mobile Homes For Rent
Cambridge area. All appliances furnished. Call 293NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492- 6968
8488
2BR duplex C/H/A 753300
8067
Business Rentals
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118.
SHOP for rent in town, 2BR upstairs located at
high traffic area behind 5353 ST RT 121 South
Tom's Grill. $450/month $23.5_4.82:229fi_
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
753-7668 (days) 753-4919
Coleman RE 759-4118
(me ht
DUPLEXES- Clean, 2 BR.
2 BA, garage. 2 BR 1 1/2
Apartments For Rent
BA, all appliances. 4361 Bdrm, 1 Bath apt. 5685
nice,
$285/month + deposit. 2 EXCEPTIONALLY
Bdrm 1 Bath Basement large 2 bedroom duplex
$325/month + deposit. with garage located on
Water paid. 506 North 5th quiet cul de sac. All appliStreet. Call 293-9694 or ances including washer,
dryer, and microwave.
293-3473.
759-5885 or 293-7085
1 Bedroom apartments, all
FOR RENT. •3 BR House.
appliances at the Oaks
1713 Oakhill $675 month
RE
Apartments. Coleman
-Duplex 1302 Valleywood
759-4118
$395.00. .2 BR Apartment
1 OR 2br apts near down- 908 Hillwood $350,.
town Murray starting at 759-4406
$200/mo 753-4109
FORREST View Apart1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
ments 1213 N. 16th St..
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
now accepting applications
902 Northwood Dr
for 2br townhouses, basic
Monday,
rent $345/ month. Call
Wednesday, Friday.
753-1970 Leave MesPhone 759-4984.
sage. Equal Housing OpEqual Housing
portunity
Opportunity
FURNISHED or unfurnishTDD #1-800-648-6056
ed energy efficient one
1-2, 3br apts. furnished, bedroom No lease. No
near MSU House 3 & 4 pets. $225 month 753bedroom. 753-1252 or 3949
753-0606.
HAZEL Apartments
1407 Stadium View 2BR, Now taking applications for
C/H/A. carport, all new 1 & 2br units. Rent based
flooring. 1 yr lease, no on income. Mobility impairpets. $375 month 753- ment accessible. Phone:
9616
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
1br apartment, furnished 10-12am. TDD No.
and all utilities paid. $285. 1-800-648-6056.
Equal
month plus deposit. Near Housing Opportunity.
downtown, no pets. call
(270) 761-2085
NEWLY decorated, very
1BR apt available, all ap- nice, 2 BR, 1 Bath, all appliances furnished Mur- pliances, central g/h/a, no
nets 753-2905
Cal Realty 753-4444
RELIANCE Homes, Inc.
We will beat the competitions price on any floor
plan, with a superior home
with the same options.You
can even draw your own
floor plan. Hurry before
the factory price increase
2004. Call 1-866-7679442. "

270-437-4608

Storage Rentals

Apanments For Rent
1811

*LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, microwave 'Large 1 Bedroom,
all appliances including
washer & dryer 'Large furnished 1 Bedroom with all
appliances including washer 8. dryer (270) 759-5885
oi (270) 293-7085.
NICE 1 BR, 1 bath C/H/A,
w/c1 hook-up, 1 1/2 blocks
$285 per
from MSU
month and dep, ref required No pets. 759-3050
ABH 753-3949 Daytime
NICE 2 br, 2 bath, duplex,
garage, no pets 436-6357
nr 753-7457
ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished, close to
campus, No pets Call
753-5980
TWO Bedroom apartment
Good location with privacy
Close to MSU and downtown Murray Nice and
clean with like new wall to
wall carpeting New Washer & Dryer, stove and refrigerator. Central gas
heat, electric air conditioning. Rent $360 month. Deposit $360 (270) 7537207.
VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2
Bath Townhouse, all appliances, central h/a, no
pets. 753-2905
Houses For Rent
2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
for rent 753-4109
2BR 1 Bath W/D hook-up
$350/mo. 767-9037
3 bed 2 bath, walk to
MSU, 1707 Olive St No
pets. $600/mo/dep 270994-1959
3 BR, carport on Wiswell
rd. (city limits) $460
month, deposit & lease required 293-5117
3BR, 1ba, NO pets. 306 S.
15th 759-4826
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease. Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
SOUTH Hazel 3BR 2 bath
$350/mo/deposit/lease
492-8526
Storage Rentals
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G&C
STORAGE arid

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE
753-3853
380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MAKING your holiday apPegs
pointments now
Dogs Grooming 753-2915
Livestock & Supplies
2002 Delta Gooseneck
stock trailer. Like new'
437-4795
Real Estate
COMMERCIAL building for
sale One at North 3rd &
Walnut and one at 717
South 4th Street Call 7537668 (days) 753-4919
(night) for more details
Acreage
25 acres 2 miles from KY
line, 5 miles north of Palmersville TN on HWY 89.
Good building spot and
hunting. $27,500. (270)
382-2715.(270) 382-3940.
48 acres of woods & pnvale lake, excellent for
hunting or building. 15 min
from Murray at Coldwater.
Call 293-1093
Homes For Saki
3BR 1 1/2 Bath house
713 Oakhill $74,900. Call
759-4406.
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1
Bath, Living room & Dining
room, workshop, big front
& back yard $61.900
753-4109.
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
1995 Polaris, 425, nice
runs great $2500 OBO
Call 753-0462

Used Cars
2001
miles
1522

Cavalier 41.000
$5950 Call 753-

98 Ford ZX, 2 door, red,
like new! Auto, A/C, :remote entry, driven :all
18,000 mi by a mature
lady! $5000 759-3353 :

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell: (270)293-4183
9 arr -4 p.m. M-F

87 Delta 88 $500 OBO.
89 Plymouth Reliant $550
080. Good 305 Chevy
engine. 753-6962 leaye
message if no answer. -

UGLMAIVED ROCIF?Tr7

Is An Ugly. Stained Roof Spoiling The Appearance Of
Your Home or Business?

Griggs Roof Stain Removal
In Assocoatton With American Root-Bole

270 748-5449

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE• VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET
U.1

a.

0
0

jePte0le >4eeetet
SEPTECH

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!Ov.,347y5.3-7E.72.8

Visit Our Showroom Today

CARPETSIR

80

It

759-1515

COVERING53

Riff 641 - 1-1/2 Wes Scum atrium! k) Tan Thlor add RI

Septic Systems Installation
Repair & Cleaning
Waterproofing Basements
& Crawl Spaces

Serving KY. TN & IL

1500 sna

5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

111
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Since 1979

Thar Home Improvement ileadquarfers
David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes

•BricloAll External Cleaning.
'Acid Cleaning Available
o,te t!se Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders

Phone(270)767-0313
(270)52777176

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

and Bedding?
Do You Need Furniture Better
Price?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
isat: Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

VISA

(2.,111
oust

Murray Ledger
ts Tines

To view or for more info:
Contact Loretta at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
270-753-1492

Terms:25% Down Day ofAuction. Balance due within 30 days
upon passing ofdeed. A 10% buyers premium will be added to
the last and final bid to determine the sale price.

MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class will be presented by American CaSchool_
Training
reer
Starts 5:30 p.m. December
4th, meeting nights and
saturdays at Campbell Realty. Open to anyone who
wants to get licensed. Call
(270) 647-1972 or 7598780

New Krystal
Restaurant
Opening Soon In
Murray, KY

OLIVE BRANCH REALTY

NOTE Auction location, day and time!

Will
EXPERIENCED:
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc.
Valerie 436-5914
NON-SMOKING Christian
lady will take care of your
child in my home. $10 off
first week. Please call
Monica at 759-5393

SERVICE ASSOCIATES
PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATES

15% down...balance in 30 days
Buyers premium applies

Near The Lake • Private • Secluded Area • Enjoy Nature •
Buy lb Rent • Develop or Occupy

LPN position available at
the Allergy & Asthma clinic
of W.KY. Hours are Monday through Thursday. off
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Tq apply, please send
resume to 2957 US Hwy
641 North of Murray, KY
42071. You may also fax
your resume to (270) 7955331. Please include at
least 2 references.

A GREAT CAREER!

100 feet frontage

Mike Conley Auctioneer

090
Domestic & Childcare

060

ESTATE

North 12th St., Hwy. 641
Adjacent to Kentucky Fried Chicken

`till

ees to work on the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m
- 12:30 a.m.) and the midnight shift (12:30
a.m. - 6:30 a.m.). Positions are available on
the seasonal production_ line. Benefits
include paid holidays; productivity rewards
and employee appreciation events. A drug
screen, physical capabilities test and background check is required and provided by
the company. Applications will be available
to those individuals who apply in person at
the Murray BRIGGS & STRATTON Plant
at 110 Main Street between the hours of 7:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m. on Saturday, December
6, 2003. Applications will remain active for
90 days. Please come prepared to provide
previous employment history and references
(previous factory experience preferred).
Come and join a company with an established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS &
STRATTON is an equal opportunity
employer.

[

AUCTION

Property being sold is located in Crappie Hollow area off Hwy.
280 — 228 Thomas Dr. near Panorama Shores and KY Lakes.

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking employ-

PAGE 3C

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 3 2003

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

$40

Jill Stephens and Jennifer Jackson at

753- 1')1(
to place your ehrisitnas Greeting Ad today
Your ad will appear on the Classifieds Greeting Page the
week before Christmas

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Cash, Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

PAGE 4C
530
Services Ortereo
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Services Offered

Mew

Jerry's Glass

"ri,&tre

NW Sycamore • Murray
Auto -

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2003

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Commercial - Residential
Sales & Service

YOUR PLACE OR MINE

•

759-0203
Over 25 Years Service in Mayfield

Services Offered

CARDINAL HOME
MAINTENANCE
& REPAIR
General Repairs & Installs
No tob too small
Reasonable rates
Call Chris
(270) 489-2246
Murray Area

TV Listings published daily

Horoscopes
by Jacqueline Bluer

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Dec
4, 2003.
You have the ability to shake up your
present universe, if that is what you
choose As a result, you might turn your
life topsy-turvy. Use your unexpected
moments of impulsiveness in a more creative manner You can add to the quality
of your life, at work and personally. Your
CARPET Cleaning Special career blooms, as does your personal life,
$1999 per area' Senior after September 2004. You can have
and Student 10% disc
what you want if you remain steady.
767-9992 Lesa or Stacy

11 •

CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

4444444444
4 COMPANY COMING? 4

The Stars Show the.Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY leaf removal
753-6772

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You still have a bag of tricks to
save the day, wherever you are. The
D.G.
WiDdow Ciontr4 4 Landscaping & Nursery Moon in your sign continues to make this
lit -censed
one of your power days. A group of
-Complete Lawn Care
Agir
li
friends could surprise you. Follow'Commercial* 'Parking Lot Sweeping
-Insured
through counts, which is one of you sig'Pressure Washing
* IPS
nificant traits.
(270) 293-5170(mobile) A.. *Snow Plowing
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
SONUGHTNINDOWCLEA.MNG CON .,..,
•Tnmming
www
AL
*** Hold back, even if you feel that a
'Leaf Removal
753-2210
boss is outrageous. Trust that today
4
444444444
might not be the best timing. You will
DOZER AND BACK HOE
want to talk through your feelings with
WORK & CLEAN-UP
you trust and understand. Just
someone
Public or Contract
follow through on what you must do.
Contact at 270-753-9503
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
•Transferrable Warranty
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
•No Costly Excavation
****
Use the daytime to the fullest,
•Unfinished Basements
Tnmming, removal, stump
•Finished Basements
when Lady Luck arid surprising news
Insurfirewood.
Largest
grinding,
Nation's
•The
•Free Estimates
team up together. Work as a group and a
ed. 489-2839
well-oiled machine with others. That
JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov- interaction could be key to your success.
731-642-7187
al, we'll haul away almost Move now or prepare to wait awhile.
anything, from attics to
Tonight: Take some time to yourself.
Cell 731-336-8944
barns odd Jobs. Senior
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Discounts. (270)489-2583
**** With the support of a key assoAuthorized Inst3Iler
LEE'S
ciate, you meet another's demands, and
Basement De-Watering Systems
CARPET
happily so. If you would like to review a
CLEANING
key
question or matter, wait until later in
•
'Carpets *Furniture
the day, when others might be more
*Emergency water
amenable to that type of conversation_
removal
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•Free Estimates.
***** Keep taking in the bigger
Repair
'Wrinkle
picture. You want to understand more of
'Quick Drying
what is going on than Just what's on the
753-5827
surface. You could be surprised and
ROOF REPAIRS
delighted by what comes out if you hang
$5.00 Off Residential with this ad
Complete new roofing
in this space. Be ready to assume more
Metal, rubber shingles
leadership. Tonight: Out or working late.
$10.00 Off Commercial with this ad
for prompt & professional
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
www.apluscleaning.info
service call
**** Be open to others and innovaCARTER ROOFING
-al
270-767-0052
tive techniques with your work. Though
0
Hazel 492-8688
you might not think that what you hear
Puryear 247-3086
work, you could be most pleased.
will
Sealcoating
A-Asphalt
white,
LE
Carlo,
99 Monte
Look for shortcuts in your work and
Travis Asphalt
31xxx miles, leather &
daily life. Save the late afternoon for
Sealcoating
loaded, lady driven, gacalls. Tonight: Relax to music or a
*Driveways
rage kept, smoke free 759movie.
'Parking lots
4831
•Commercial
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
500
Water Damaged Floors
•Residential
***** Others seek you out. Your
Used Trucks
•Industrial
ability to work with surprises is excelBraces & Floor Joists
•Hot-melt crack filling
lent, and you will get your share of them
Remodeling & Plumbing
2004 Pick up ext cab, 4
FREE ESTIMATES
in the near future, as you shall see.
door, 69,000 miles $7950
753-2279
Owner
Gallimore,
David
Others seek you out for help and solu87 Ford 1 ton 1411 box
Make it your pleasure. Tonight:
tions.
CUSTOM BUILT
AAA
Will Do insurance work
truck. Call 753-1522
Decks, Home Additions,
Indulge in some downtime with a loved
Visa & Mastercard Accepted
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
one.
Services Offered
Garages, Pole Barns, MetSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
al Buildings, Fencing.
**** Dig right into work, accomQuality Workmanship.
436-5141 A AFFORDA
plishing whatever you need to. You
BLE HAULING, cleaning Licensed
might find that calls from work are a bit
SUREWAY
753-7860 753-1194
out garages, gutters, junk
distracting and add a different perspecTREE SERVICE
New
Carpentry
ALL
tree work.
tive to your day. Emphasize what you
Stump Removal
Homes, add on's, garages,
need to get done. Network and socialize
Insured with full line of
492-8688 Roof Repairs
pole barns, home & mobile
equipment.
later. Tonight: Go along with another's
New Roofs, all types Call
home repair, water & terFree estimates.
plans.
Carters
mite damage, screened
753-5484.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- porches, sun rooms Lic***** Remember, if someone reacts
ING all around clean-up, ened-insured Larry Nimmo
gutters, tree work 436- 753-9372 or 753-0353
T&S Horne Improvement strangely, you might have given your
2867
Vinyl siding, vinyl soffit, share as well lately. Stay light, even if
BRANDON'S Outdoor
fascia & trim windows, you are questioning some facts. Go with
Services.
A-1 Tree Service
kitchen & bath, ceramic the moment and use spontaneity to your
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
Stump Removal
tile. Call Torn 293-4723
benefit. Tonight: Take a night off for
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
492-8737,
yourself.
270 436-5277
753-3594
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Free Estimates
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
*** You might want to deal with some
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl basic personal matters, which will take
Major Appliances
Al
TRUCKING
&
BACKHOE
Siding, Addition, and Re- you in a new direction, if you so choose.
and Most Major Brands
ROY HILL.
modeling. Quality Work. If you can work from home, that might
Septic system, gravel,
Ward-Elkins Over
30 Years Experi- be the best solution. Otherwise, your
white rock
On me Square • Murray
ence Gerald Walters. 753- mind wanders at work.
436-2113
1270) 753-1713
2592
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Dozer work & Track hoe
***** Though natural to you, your
unpredictability could be upsetting to
others. Work with the moment and keep
communicating your ideas. You don't
want to blow someone off course unnecessarily.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take your time, even if you feel
sure of yourself. There could be a snafu
Pagliai's Restaurant - 970 Chestnut Street
where you least anticipate it. Keep an
Tickets are $5.00 each
even and steady course for now, mulling
over an idea. In the late afternoon, start
Breakfast im Wes Countrl Ham or Sausage, Eggs, Biscuits and Gravl and Coffee
up talks.

4
*

rAtgli

•Residential

Wet Basement?
Construction System Inc.

019

David's Home
Improvement

731-247-5422

WE SERVICE

Don't Forget Murray Rotary Club's 22nd
Annual Country Ham Breakfast

Saturday, December 6•6 a.m.-9:30 a.m.

Come Join in The
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Time Travel
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Any Day
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USA
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Grinch
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Game
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Release
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Release
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SHOW
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Movie: tat 'Quick Change- Legend-

Teens who threaten suicide
sometimes do more than talk

Does this therapy help leg cramps?
DEAR DR.GMT:In my local
newspaper, a doctor extolled an
unusual remedy for leg cramps: a
bar of soap placed where the cramp
occurs. What gives?
DEAR READER: This is a new
remedy to me. Apparently, the doctor you mentioned has had
success
great
with the technique of placing
a bar of soap on.
the area that is
cramping. Or, I
am told, the
be
soap can
placed under the
sheet
bottom
near the legs.
I have had no
By Dr. Peter
H. Gott, M.D. experience with
this therapy and
cannot fathom why it would be
effective, but I am passing it on to
my readers as a potentially harmless
and successful treatment for nocturnal leg cramps, a common annoyance. I would appreciate hearing
from readers who have tried this
technique. I'll write a follow-up
when I get more information.
-DEAR DR: GOTT: I am concerned about my husband, who hasn't seen a doctor in years. Since his
retirement, my husband has been
chronically hot all the time, winter
and summer, night and day. He
sleeps with a fan blowing on him,
lives a sedentary life, is overweight
and refuses to exercise. What do
you think his problem is?
DEAR READER:- Overweight
people are frequently quite tolerant
of environmental cold; this is a nor-

ICU
Dr. Gott

response.
physiological
mai
However. I'm concerned that your
husband's preference could reflect a
metabolic abnormality, such as an
overactive thyroid gland. Therefore,
I believe that he should see a doctor
and be tested. In addition, that testing should also check for diabetes
and high cholesterol, neither of
which affects the perception of cold
but could represent a hidden problem that should be addressed.
. To give you related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Losing Weight,"
which includes my "no flour, no
sugar" diet. Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How does a
person age gracefully and successfully? Any guidelines?
DEAR READER:This is a very
real and important challenge that
has been addressed in several publications, most of which offer suggestions about how the elderly can look
younger than they really are. In my
opinion, trying to cover up the consequences of the aging process is a
useless and unnecessary waste of
time and money. Growing old
gracefully is an attitude of acceptance, compromise and perspective.
It is also a function of class, honesty
and self-confidence. My advice is:
be proud to look your age, give in
but don't give up, carefully pick
your role model. And, of course,
aggressively treat any health. problems.

Our Thanks To You...
...For Allowing Us To Serve Your Insurance Needs
For The Past Fire Years!

DEAR ABBY: My son, "Sean,"
is only 13, but he will be attending
his best friend's funeral. "Frank"
died by his own hand. Apparently he
had told many of his friends that he
was going to kill
himself, but no
one took him
seriously.
I am writing
in the hope that
my letter will
children
alert
and adults that
and
children
adolescents
sometimes mean
it when they
By Abigail
threaten suicide.
Van Buren
I pray parents
will instruct their children to
ALWAYS tell an adult if one of their
friends talks about suicide. I have
done that now, but unfortunately it
is too late to help Frank. — GRIEFSTRICKEN IN MARYLAND
DEAR GRIEF-STRICKEN:
Please extend my deepest sympathy
to the parents of your son's friend.
And thank you for giving me the
chance to point out that threats of
suicide, and repeated comments
about suicide, can be symptoms of
serious illness and should be taken
seriously. Many young people are
reluctant to "rat" on their friends,
but when it comes to talk of suicide,
experts say that keeping a secret can
result in losing a friend. Skilled professional help is needed for intervention.
Professional counseling should
also be made available to the survivors of the suicide — and that
includes family members and
friends — to help them cope with
their own feelings of guilt and
depression.

Dear Abby

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, I
retired from my teaching job so I
could travel with my husband,
"Bill," on his international business
trips. At the time, Bill earned a very
high salary. Since then, Bill has
been laid off and has taken an early

"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

753-3500
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retirement. He now putters around
the house, painting the shutters,
working in the yard and thoroughly
enjoying himself.
This is not the life I expected.
and I am becoming increasingly
depressed. I was never much of a
housewife and wouldn't have left
my job had I known this would be
the outcome. I have,a part-time job
in a dress shop but I want to travel
and have fun.
We have a net worth in excess of
$1 million, but Bill has always been
concerned about our finances and
wants to manage them so that we
can set up college funds for our
grandchildren, leave a substantial
amount to our children, and budget
$7,500 a year for vacations, including trips to visit family. This doesn't
leave much.
If I tell my husband how I feel it
will hurt him terribly. What should I
do? — RELUCTANTLY RETIRED
DEAR RETIRED: Before you
become more depressed, have a
frank talk with your husband.
Explain that you were not prepared
for his early retirement. It may be
time for you to return to teaching on
a pan-time basis or to find another
job that will enable you to earn the
kind of money you need to travel
more extensively. If your husband
doesn't want to go, there are travel
clubs and tours for "singles."
You and Bill also need to reach a
meeting of the minds about how
money should be allocated. If you
can't manage to agree, then the two
of you should seek professional
counseling. Please, don't put it off.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray
firefighter Tim Bradshaw standing
on top of Murray Municipal
Utilities building to hang Christmas
lights. The fire department used its
ladder truck to string lights all the
way to the top of the tree, located at
South 5th and Poplar Streets.
Air Force Airman 1st Class Jason
E. Witte has graduated from Air
Force basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base; San Antonio;,Texas. He
is the son of Joel and Barbara H.
Witte.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lawrence
Henson will be married 50 years
Dec. 6.
20 years ago
Several houses along 12th Street
are being moved as land will be
needed for four laning of the street
Highway
the
Kentucky
by
Department.
High school football players
named to the All-West Kentucky
Conference Team were Mark
Boggess, Jeff Downey, Chris
Farmer, David Wallace and Steve
Rutledge, all of Murray High, and
Mark Duncan And Russell Usher,
Calloway County High.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Darlene
and Gregory Cooper, Nov. 24; a boy
to Andrea and Scott Elder, Nov. 25;
a girl to Krista and Jason Haynes
and a girl to Becky and Marty Arant,
Nov. 27.
30 years ago
All service stations were, closed
Sunday, Dec. 2, at the request of
President Richard Nixon's recent
request that all stations close to pre-
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The bidding:
East
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West
South
Pass
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Opening lead — queen of clubs.
A blind spot might occur at any
time and to anyone during the play of
a hand. The victim is often unaware
of his transgression until it is later
pointed out by someone (usually a
spluttering partner), and he is then at
a loss to explain why he did what he
did.
That is what happened to South
on this deal, where a blind spot cost
him a cold grand slam. West led the
queen of clubs, taken by dummy's

ace. With 12 sure tricks in sight,
South planned to score a 13th by
ruffing a club in dummy after trumps
were drawn.
Accordingly, he cashed the A-K of
trumps, but when West showed out at
trick three, South was forced to put
his plan to draw trumps on hold.
Instead, he led a club to the king and
ruffed his third club with dummy's
eight. East overruffed, and the slam
was kaput.
South was undeniably' unlucky to
find the trumps 4-1 and the clubs 62,but North pointed out a simple line
of play that was virtually foolproof.
It would fail only if East was void in
either hearts or spades, and thus
offered a far better chance of success
than playing three rounds of clubs
without East ruffing.
North suggested that at trick four,
after cashing the A-K of trumps,
South should have played dummy's
ace ofspades and ruffed a spade with
the seven. South would next cash the
jack of diamonds, cross to dummy's
king of hearts and draw East's last
trump with the queen, discarding his
losing club. South could then claim
the rest with the high hearts in his
hand.
Poor South had to agree with his
partner's analysis and was left to
wonder where he was when the
lights went out.

Tomorrow: Precision defense.

Crosswords
41 Tackle box
items
45 Camera
accessory
(2 wds.)
49 Tax shelters
50 Wide st.
51 R2D2's owner
52 Gash
53 Golfer's goal
54 Soaks
55 Pullets

1 Lo-cal
5 Bubble 9 Gullet
12 Lendl of tennis
13 EEC currency
14 Arctic bird
15 Europa's lover
16 Hints
18 Relieve
20 Tummy
muscle
21 Berlin pronoun
22 Reveal
26 Piglet's
creator
29 Rural addr
30 Digit
31 Math course
32 Laurel and
Hardy
33 Foreshadow.
34 - de plume
35 Bro or sis
36 Hannibal's foe
37 Refreshments
39 Thai neighbor
40 Cafe - lait

serve gasoline and help meet the.
demands of an expected long, cold.
winter for much of the United.States.
at
1,000 students
Almost
Robertson Elementary and Murray
Middle Schools were given hearing:
screening tests by the Division of
Speech and Hearing at Murray State
University in cooperation with the
Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Murray High School cheerleaders
who are Sandra Costello, Jennifer
George, Carol Rolfe, Ann Kay
Sanders, Linda Dibble and Patsy
Lax.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. L.D. Cathey and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Key.
Murray State College Racers
McKendree
won 83-68 over
College of Lebanon, Ill., at a basket-.
ball game at MSC Sports Arena. hit
Jennings was high team scorer fir?
MSC.
50 years ago
Harry Lee Lovett, James Edward.
Pool, James Edin Morris, Eli Miller'
Alexander, Jerry David Williams,
Charles Rob Ray and Harry Bryan
Parker have been inducted into the
Armed Forces, according to officials of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
State
College
Murray
Thoroughbreds won 94-88 over
Evansville in the first home_hasketball game of the season at MSC.
Howie Crittenden was high scorer
for the Thoroughbreds.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 3, the
337th day of 2003. There are 28
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 3, 1967, surgeons in
Cape Town,South Africa, led by Dr.
Christiaan Barnard performed the
first human heart transplant on
Louis Washkansky, who lived 18
days with the new heart.
_
On this date:
In 1828, Andrew Jackson was
elected president of the United
States.
In 1919_ 11 people were killed in
a crush of fans at Cincinnati's
Riverfront Coliseum, where the
British rock group The Who was
performing.
In 1984, more than 4,000 people
died after a cloud of gas escaped
from a pesticide plant operated by a
Union Carbide subsidiary in
Bhopal, India.
Ten years ago: Britain's Princess
Diana, saying she was fed up with
the media's intrusions into her life,
announced she would be limiting
her public appearances.
One year ago: Thousands of per,
sonnet files released under a court
order showed that the Archdiocese
of Boston went to great lengths to
hide priests accused of abuse,
including clergy who allegedly
snorted cocaine and had sex with
girls aspiring to be nuns. U.N.
weapons inspectors made their first
unannounced visit to one of Iraqi
leader Saddam Hussein's presidential palaces.
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Eastern Kentucky woman sells cookbooks, helps others
Tenn.
budget
cuts could
ax lawyers
Tenn.
CHATTANOOGA,
(AP) — State budget cuts sought
by Gov. Phil Bredesen could
force many prosecutors and public defenders out of their jobs,
judicial officials said.
"We don't have anything left
to cut but people," said Andy
Hardin, executive director of the
Public
District
Tennessee
Defenders Conference.
"I don't know how reasonable
it is to cut people when we don't
have enough to handle the cases
we have now."
Wally Kirby, executive director of the state District Attorney
Generals Conference, said prosecutors also face layoffs of up to
50 assistant D.A. positions if
resources cannot be found to
overcome the 5 percent budget
cuts the groups have been asked
to make.
"Our primary focus (in the
upcoming legislative session) is
to at least maintain the staff we
have, to increase the staff if possibk," Kirby told the Chattanooga
Times Free Press.
Bredesen has asked state
departments and agencies to trim
their budgets by $260 million, or
5 percent. The governor has said
he hopes to reallocate the money
to other areas of government,
including TennCare, K-12 education and state-employee pensions.
He will present a budget to legislators in February.
Increasing caseloads and personnel cuts in the state's court
system could cause it to grind to a
halt, Hardin said. "It really
becomes a public safety issue,"
he said.
Rep. Joe Fowlkes, DCrossville,chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, said. he is
optimistic budget cuts for prosecutors and public defenders can
be avoided and agrees "they're
• not adertaaiely faniip.d now"
• Hamilton County Public
Defender Ardena Garth said if her
office has to make staffing cuts, it
may have to turn away indigent
defendants and rely on appointed
private lawyers to take on the
rest.

By'THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
There was no chamber of commerce to
build its image and nothing special to put it on
the map, so for all appearances, the eastern
Kentucky town of Hueysville seemed for
many years to be destined for obscurity.
But something happened decades ago that
started a slow, unplanned public relations
project for the placid town of 160 inhabitants
that sits at the base of a Floyd County hill.
The Hueysville Church of Christ needed a
new roof in 1965 and Irene Hayes, now 87,
came Up with an idea to raise the needed funds
and from her plan, the church got a roof and
the little town of Hueysville is now known to
chefs and home kitchen aficionados across the
country.
The idea was to collect recipes and publish
them under the title, "What's Cooking in
Kentucky."
"Irene got together with some community
members who started gathering information
and recipes from people to put in the cook
book," said Karen Hall of Floyd County."She
is just a kind and devoted lady who puts her
mind and effort into something and gets it
done."
In one month, an initial press run of 1,500
of the books were sold and the church had a
new roof. Sales of the book skyrocketed and it
was a good thing they did because the church

bus," Hall said. "Irene has always been someone who gives."
The book was such a hit, there had to be
additional press runs. James Beard listed it in
his 1975 "The Cooks' Catalogue," and the
book's recipe for Lemon Chess Pie by Mrs.
James Jones of LaCenter was listed in "The
Best of the Best State Cookbook" series, published by Quail Ridge Press.
About 200,000 copies of the book have
been sold, many by the Kentucky State Parks
System. Everyone who contributed a recipe
for the book, got a free copy of the finished
product,Hayes said. In 2000, Hayes offered "What's Cooking
for the Holidays" and her second book caught
on as quickly as the first with sales nearing
20,000 copies by this fall.
With recipes for "Cherry Date Holiday
Balls," "Christmas Brunch Casserole" and
-Three Kings' Bread," the holidays book has
of accolades.
Ledger & Times photo drawn a multitude entertained from the fore"I was totally
back wonderful holiday
burned in 1980 due to what authorities said word that brought
memories with my family, to the very last
was a wiring problem.
of Russell, a past
Using cookbook income and other funds, page," said Carol Rice Allen
Association of
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the
of
president
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Economics.
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memchurch
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bers remembered most.
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cook book sales also helped us buy a church
and their families.

Either cookbook is $22.95 and can be
bought at bookstores or from TI. Hayes,
P.O. Box 17352, Ft. Mitchell, KY., 41017.
Shipping is $3.50 per copy by parcel post
plus .75 for each additional book. Sales
tax is included in total price. No credit
cards but checks or money orders
accepted. Phone orders:(859) 331-9440.

Her daughter, Sharon Claypool of Park
Hills, said her mother's good will in Floyd
County will always be remembered, especially by the people she assisted and continues to
help.
"Mom was the postmaster for 30 years,"
Claypool said. "She would never use 'post
mistress,' saying she was a 'master of the
post,' and not a mistress in the post office."
Hayes learned from people who talked to
her in the post office about those in need,
Claypool added. "She would make sure they
got food, clothing or whatever they needed."
Claypool said her father ran the general
store, so her mom also learned of community
problems from those who shopped there.
"One lady, whose husband died, was not
able to get disability and mother has not only
given money herself, but has asked everybody
else to," Claypool said. "The lady was able to
make her payments and keep her house as a
result."

Some cities skipping holiday lights due to money shortage
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Joe
Pisapia fondly remembers the
decade-old conununity tradition of
kicking off the holiday season on
the Friday after Thanksgiving with a
round of festivities.
Some years thousands would
gather in the northern New Jersey
town of Clark to watch the lighting
of a 40-foot evergreen tree and a
menorah that stretched more than
six feet wide, and the arrival of
Santa Claus.
But this year, Pisapia put up a
sign: "Tree and Menorah Lighting
Ceremony Canceled This Year Due
to Lack of Community Support."
He and other residents in the

town of 15.000 who organized the
event weren't able to raise the
$8,000 needed to pay for electricity
and other costs, in part because corporate donations were down.
"Everyplace I've gone in the last
week or so it's been the main topic
of .conversation throughout the
town," Pisapia said.
Clark is just one of a number of
communities nationwide going
without holiday decorations this
year because municipalities can't
afford them and donations are down.
Many cities are experiencing
their worst fiscal conditions since
the recession of the early 1980s,said
Chris Hoene, a research manager

with the National League of Cities. lighting ceremony, the local Fielder
For example, the City Council in House Museum moved its annual
Mesa, Ariz., this year eliminated the tree lighting event to the eight when
nearly $150,000 expense of buying the city's celebration used to be
and hanging some sposmo lights in held.
And in Livonia, Mich., the cable
the trees along a mile-long stretch of
company Bright House Networks is
Main Street.
Communities can't stop main- restoring lighting to the City Hall
taining streets, paying employees or section of the municipal complex
offering services to the needy, this year. The company pledged up
Hoene said. "I think most people to $25,000, about one-third of what
realize it's a pretty rational decision was deleted from the municipal
to make," he said of holiday cut- budget.
After the Green Bay, Wis., subbacks.
New benefactors have stepped urb of Ashwaubenon couldn't afford
forward to take up the slack in some to replace fading holiday lights last
communities. After Arlington, winter, a "Light up for the
Texas, cut funds for its official tree- Holidays" committee kicked off a

campaign to raise $8,000 to light
part of the community this year.
Organizers got a donation from
the Green Bay Packers, but most of
the funds came from individuals
who chipped in $75 to $100 a piece,
said Judy Schroeder, who chaired
the committee.
In Clark, Pisapia liojies a-year
without lights will rally his community to make similar donations for
next season.
"We've been hearing from the
people who are a little upset that it's
not taking place this year and didn't
realize that their help would have
been appreciated," he said.
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